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Preface 

Personalization and recommendation technologies provide the basis for applications  

tailored to the needs of individual users. These technologies play an increasingly 

important role for financial service providers, in addition to several firms of the digital 

economy.  

According to a recent paper (N. Leavitt, A Technology that Comes Highly 

Recommended, IEEE Computing now, April 8, 2013), recommender systems 

technology “is used by shopping websites such as Amazon, which receives about 35 

percent of its revenue via product recommendations.  

It is also used by coupon sites like Groupon; by travel sites to suggest flights, hotels, 

and rental cars; by social-networking sites such as LinkedIn; by video sites like Netflix 

to recommend movies and TV shows, and by music, news, and food sites to suggest 

songs, news stories, and restaurants, respectively.  

Even financial-services firms recently began using recommender systems to provide 

alerts for investors about key market events in which they might be interested”.  

According to a Bloomberg Business news appeared on March 2015, funds run by 

robots account for 400 Billion Dollars. 

The aim of this workshop was to bring together researchers and practitioners working 

in financial services related areas in order to: (1) understand and discuss open research 

challenges, (2) provide an overview of existing technologies, and (3) provide a basis for 

information exchange between industry and academia. 
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A cognitive business is a business that thinks 
Pietro Leo1 

 
Abstract.1  The talk will start and go around this claim: “Could a 
business think?” and mainly explore what cognitive computing is 
starting to provide an added value  as diverse industries. Main 
focus will be how cognitive computing is impacting  financial 
services and hot it could contribute to reshape that industry 

                                                                 
1 IBM. email: pietro_leo@it.ibm.com 
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Recommender Systems meet Finance: A literature review

Dávid Zibriczky12

Abstract. The present work overviews the application of recom-

mender systems in various financial domains. The relevant literature

is investigated based on two directions. First, a domain-based cate-

gorization is discussed focusing on those recommendation problems,

where the existing literature is significant. Second, the application of

various recommendation algorithms and data mining techniques is

summarized. The purpose of this paper is providing a basis for fur-

ther scientific research and product development in this field.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recommender Systems [63] are information filtering and decision

supporting systems that present items in which the user is likely

to be interested in a specific context. We consider users the active

entities that perform interactions (e.g. viewing, purchasing, rating,

etc.) in the system. We call items the objects with which the user

can interact (e.g. products, movies, songs, etc.). The parameter set-

ting that characterizes the environment (e.g. time, device, location) is

defined as context; furthermore, we consider the actual preferences

(e.g. filters, rules, item types) as constraints of the recommenda-

tions. Both users and items can be described by metadata (e.g. age,

gender for users; genre, price for items). Recommender systems ap-

ply several data mining algorithms such as popularity-based meth-

ods, collaborative- [67] and content-based filtering [58], hybrid tech-

niques [9], knowledge-based methods [79, 24] or case-based reason-

ing [74] depending on the characteristics of the domain, the quality

of available data and the business goals.

Recommendation services offer several level of personalization,

starting from manually defined ”editorial picks” to complex context-

aware hybrid solutions. Businesses often mix various types of

carousels in the same page to cover diversified collection of recom-

mendations. Although the majority of the recommender algorithms

focuses on capturing user preferences, non-personalized techniques

can also be considered as building blocks of a complex service (e.g.

first carousel shows personalized recommendations, the second one

contains the most popular items in the last week).

Recommender systems appeared in the mid-1990s, however, they

are receiving significant attention since the Netflix Prize [3]. Nowa-

days, recommender systems are applied in a very broad scale of do-

mains [48] such as movies (Netflix), books (Amazon) or music (Spo-

tify). Generally speaking, recommender systems are useful in any

domains, where a significant amount of choice exists in the system

and users are interested in just a small portion of items.

Compared to the subjects of conventional recommender systems,

financial products usually require a long-term significant financial

commitment as their utility is not realized immediately depending

1 Department of Finance, Budapest University of Technology and Eco-
nomics, Hungary, email: zibriczky@finance.bme.hu

2 ImpressTV, Hungary, email: david.zibriczky@impresstv.com

on several external factors (like market returns, governmental reg-

ularizations, currency, etc.); furthermore, expert knowledge is nec-

essary to judge which one is a good choice. In order to reduce the

risk of such a choice, users tend to formulate stricter expectations to

these products than to conventional e-commerce ones, thus applying

a recommender system in financial domains is a challenging task.

Users typically protect their personal data, which is especially true

for financial services, causing privacy risk issues in recommender

systems [61, 17] and requiring more complex alternative personaliza-

tion methods. As privacy issues are significant in financial services,

personal metadata and individual transactional data are often miss-

ing, which causes user cold-start problem for recommender systems.

From a business prospective, a common challenge that several fi-

nancial institutions are facing is the lack of an intelligent decision

support system [13]. As sales activities of financial products requires

expert knowledge, recommender systems offer great benefits for fi-

nancial services by either improving the efficiency of sales repre-

sentatives or automatizing decision making process for the clients.

Therefore, a significant demand is observed for these decision sup-

port systems.

In this literature review, we investigate the existing application of

recommender system techniques focusing on the financial domains.

First, we perform domain-based categorization, distinguishing the

most developed fields; then we discuss the applications in less de-

veloped financial domains. Second, we summarize the most often

applied recommender system methods and additional techniques that

are indirectly used for recommendations.

2 DOMAIN-BASED REVIEW

In our terminology, a financial domain is a specific area of finance

that can be properly identified, modeled and developed based on its

specific properties. For example, we consider stocks and portfolios

as two different domains in this context, because in the first case an

individual stock should be recommended, but in the second one a

composition of financial assets should be selected, which is a dif-

ferent recommendation scenario. Based on the work of Burke and

Ramezani [10], a domain can be characterized by the following as-

pects: (1) heterogeneity that captures the diversity of items’ prop-

erties in a domain, (2) churn that characterizes the level of novelty

and expected lifespan of the items, (3) interaction style that describes

how the users are able to express their preference, (4) preference sta-

bility that characterizes the degree of variation of user preferences

over time, (5) risk that determines the expected tolerance of the users

for false recommendations and (6) scrutability that refers to the de-

mand for explanation of recommendations.

In the following subsections, we propose a categorization of sci-

entific contribution in financial services considering these properties.

First, we introduce the applications in online banking systems and
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we discuss two general-purpose multi-domain solutions. Second, we

walk through on well-defined financial products such as loans, insur-

ance policies and riders, real estate and stocks. Third, we introduce

the standard portfolio selection problem and we discuss various tech-

niques of personalized asset allocation. Finally, we collect other less

studied domains.

2.1 Online banking and multi-domain solutions

By the rapid growth of information technology, the banking industry

changed significantly in the last decade. With the spreading of on-

line payment solutions in various devices, a massive online data flow

appeared in bank systems centralizing data from multiple domains.

Banks are forced to change technologies that is capable to handle big

data and exploit business value from the massive information flow.

Yahyapour [84] and Asosheh et al. [2] investigate the introduction of

recommender systems into Iranian banking system using Technology

Acceptance Model. Based on the results of their questionnaire, there

is a significant willingness to introduce such a solution in banking

systems, which primarily depends on perceived ease of use, useful-

ness and the bank’s attitude.

In order to exploit the value of contextual information of transac-

tional data, Gallego and Huecas [30] and Vico and Huecas [81] devel-

oped context-aware recommender prototypes. Based on credit card

using history and geolocation data, they implemented a clustering-

based method that provides personalized recommendation about

money spending opportunities close to the user. They find high user

satisfaction of using such a solution; however, they also consider

the importance of privacy issues. Fano and Kurth [22] introduce a

concept of interactive management tool that assists in personal re-

source (money) allocation. For the optimization of this objective,

they propose an algorithm, which considers expenses, financial goals

and time of attainment. Yu [86] introduces a prototype of online

personal finance management tool, which is capable to provide in-

surance planning, asset allocation and investment recommendation.

Overall, a number of works are published for banking sector; how-

ever, all of them seem to be non-production concept only.

Felfernig et al. [27, 26] present two general-purpose knowledge-

based recommender systems with intelligent user interface, which

can be flexibly applied on various financial products. The au-

thors prefer knowledge-based algorithms over the conventional

collaborative- and content-based filtering, because they can be ap-

plied more efficiently in multi-criteria-based financial decisions. For

those cases, when no results can be shown for a multi-constraint set-

ting, Felfernig and Stettinger [28] propose a constraint diagnosis and

repairing technique.

Related to online banking and multi-domain solutions, the prod-

ucts are basically heterogeneous. The churn rate depends on the type

of items accessed by these systems; however, we consider it low in

banking environment. As these solutions offer interactive user inter-

faces, the interactions are explicit. We argue that the user preference

is unstable, because it strongly depends on the actual goal of the user.

These systems focus on money management and spending opportu-

nities, thus we identify high risk and significant demand for explana-

tion.

2.2 Loan

A loan is lending money from one entity (individual or organization)

to another one with specified conditions. Under a loan product, we

mean a debt with a promissory note specifying the amount of money

borrowed, the interest rate and the dates of payment. In this domain,

the recommendation problem is finding the right product of the loan

company for the borrower, which both satisfies his financial needs

and will be likely to be paid back by the borrower. Felfernig et al. [25]

propose a real-time constraint-based recommender application that

supports sales between the representatives and consumers focusing

on loan recommendation problem.

Microfinance is a type of banking service that supports low-

income individuals and groups, who would otherwise have no oppor-

tunity to borrow money. In the last couple of years, the peer-to-peer

(P2P) lending became popular, in which individuals or groups have

opportunity to invest money by lending to another parties using a P2P

lending marketplace. In this context, the recommendation task is to

find an appropriate pairing between the lenders and individuals who

need loans. Choo et al. [15] propose a maximum-entropy-based rec-

ommendation method to solve this problem using the dataset of Kiva

P2P lending marketplace. Lee et al. [43] also developed a solution

for Kiva, using collaborative filtering techniques for finding a fair

pairing of microfinance. Significant work is published by Guo et al.

[37], who formulate an instance-based credit risk assessment model

for evaluating risk and return of each individual loan. San Miguel et

al. [66] introduce a P2P loan recommendation method via social net-

work. They design a data framework architecture, which is capable

to integrate both public and private data dealing with privacy issues.

Bhaskar and Subramanian [7] introduce an adaptive recommender

system that assists microfinance institutions. They discuss the impact

and limitations of such a system in an Indian case study.

Based on the properties of this domain, we argue that loans are less

heterogeneous; however, we distinguish between basic loan products

and microfinance solutions. We think that the churn rate for conven-

tional products is low, but for microfinance is typically higher. The

interaction type is explicit for both opportunities and the individual

transactions are rare. We argue that the preference of a user is unsta-

ble, because the demand for loans can change by personal financial

status. Loans are definitely risky products; therefore, the explanation

of recommendations is required.

2.3 Insurance

In the insurance domain, an insurance policy is a contract between

the insurer and the insured (policyholder). For an initial payment

(premium), the insurer takes obligation to pay compensation for in-

sured if loss caused by perils under the terms of policy. As standard

policies have little room for customization, insurance riders are in-

troduced to extend benefits that is purchased separately from the ba-

sic policy. Both insurance policy and insurance rider can be the object

of personalized recommendation problem.

Mitra et al. [52] discuss a high-level concept of recommending

both insurance policies and riders. In their short paper, they sum-

marize the potential business benefits of introducing recommender

systems in this domain. For insurance policy recommendation, Rah-

man et al. [60] implemented a real-time web-based application. They

apply a case-based reasoning algorithm to support insurance sale

agents to offer the most suitable policies for their clients. Another

real-time cloud- and web-based application was developed by Abbas

et al. [1], which recommends health insurance policies. The system

applies multi-attribute utility-based theory that finds the most simi-

lar products to the preference of the user based various criteria (e.g.

premium, co-pay, co-insurance, benefits). Life insurance recommen-

dation problem is also investigated by Gupta and Jain [38]. Their

short paper discusses the application of association rule mining for
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such problem focusing on cold-start problem; however, it does not

publish empirical results or architectural description. Rokach et al.

[65] investigate the main domains of recommender systems compar-

ing them to the insurance sector highlighting the main differences.

In their work, they apply a basic item-to-item collaborative-filtering-

based method as a possible solution for the recommending insurance

riders.

Based on the study published by Rokach et al. [65], the insurance

domain is quite small, the interactions are indirect and the attention

span of the users is low; therefore, the size and quality of available

dataset is low. The items are typically complex, the constraints of

users are high; however, they have little expertise. We consider this

domain homogeneous with low item churn rate. We think that the

user preference is more stable for insurance than loans; however, we

also note that a user is likely not to be interested in a same product

after contracting one. Insurance products are less risky than loans,

but the demand for explanation is still high.

2.4 Real estate

Real estate is a property consisting of the land, its natural resources

and the buildings on it. The purchase of real estate is a rare and ex-

pensive transaction, which may be undertaken for investment or for

personal residence. Therefore, buyers pay special attention to find the

proper choice considering several various preferences, which leads to

a multi-criteria decision problem. In this review, we primarily con-

sider real estate as a type of investment.

The application of recommender systems in real estate domain

has relatively weak literature, relevant papers were presented in the

last five years only. One of the most significant contribution is pub-

lished by Yuan et al. [87]. They propose a combination of ontolog-

ical structure and case-based reasoning for real estate recommenda-

tion problem; furthermore, they implement a web-based application

with map visualization interface. Daly et al. [18] introduce a trans-

portation time calculator to extend conventional metadata of real es-

tate. In their work, they also propose a method to find the trade-off

between multi-criteria. Wang et al. [82] apply a simple similarity-

based collaborative-filtering method for personalized ranking of real

estate; however, their data were collected by questionnaires. Quan-

titative and qualitative criteria for decision making is investigated

by Ginevičius et al. [33], who present a study about the application

of recommender systems for real estate management. Another study

is published by Kafi et al. [42], which discusses a ”fuzzification”

method on the metadata of real estate and the implementation of their

solution, called Fuzzy Expert System.

As real estate can be described by the same well-defined features

(e.g. price, size, rooms), this domain is homogeneous. We argue that

the churn rate of items is significant, because items usually become

unavailable after a purchase. The interactions can be both implicit

(e.g. browsing) and explicit (e.g. purchasing), we argue that browsing

data is frequent but purchase events are quite rare. We consider the

preference of a user stable; however, it can change over the time in

long term. Purchasing real estate is expensive and risky transaction,

thus proper explanation is required.

2.5 Stocks

A stock is a type of security, which represents ownership in a com-

pany and claims on its assets, earnings and dividends. Stocks are

traded in stock market, where the prices are controlled by traders’

bids (buy price) and offers (sell price). They are held to gain profit

on both dividends and the difference of selling-buying price. As stock

market can be volatile depending on economic events and market

news, the estimation of future profit (utility) is very challenging task.

Interpreting the recommendation problem in this context, those prof-

itable stocks should be recommended to the investor that meet his

risk-aversion preference and trading behavior.

2.5.1 Non-personalized stock recommendation

The application of decision support systems in stock market has sig-

nificant literature. Most of the contributions focus on improving the

accuracy of predicting future returns (or trends) [89, 47, 14], pro-

viding buy/sell signals [16, 83, 12] or introducing automatic trading

solutions [19, 40]; however, majority of these papers ignore the per-

sonalization factor. Nonetheless, global ranking of available stocks

can be considered as non-personalized recommendations. A number

of papers pointed out on the observation that groups have greater

knowledge than individuals and they can provide better market pre-

dictions, calling it the ”wisdom of crowds” [39, 80, 36]. Eickhoff

and Muntermann [20] present significant correlation between the

prediction power of stock analysts and a set of social media users.

Stephan and Von Nitzsch [75] report that individuals cannot beat

the market substantially; however, inexperienced investors can take

benefits from online communities. Several works consider the ap-

plication of natural language processing methods on financial news

[70, 69, 32, 49] and social networks texts [64, 4]. A comprehensive

review about techniques of opinion mining and sentiment analysis is

published by Ravi and Ravi [62].

2.5.2 Personalized stock recommendation

In order to provide personalized recommendations, individual infor-

mation is required about the investor; however, explicit user prefer-

ences are not available in most of the cases. One way to overcome

this difficulty is providing a user interface, where investor can spec-

ify his preferences. An early solution was implemented by Liu and

Lee [45], which offers a set of features for analyzing and picking

stocks based on preferences specified by the investor. Yoo et al. [85]

propose a graphical user interface, which calculates personalized rec-

ommendations based on Moving Average Convergence Divergence

(MACD) indicator and user interactions. Seo et al. [72] introduce

a management tool that applies multiple agents to collect informa-

tion about the stocks and provides stock recommendations based on

what the investor is holding. Chalidabhongse and Kaensar [11] de-

sign a framework, which uses stochastic technical indicator on stock

returns. The solution considers both explicit preferences and user in-

teractions for personalized recommendations.

Some of the works assume that user attributes and individual user

transactions are available in the data set. Yujun et al. [88] propose

a stock recommender algorithm based on big order net inflow. They

argue that using just big orders underscores low-valued stocks and

reduce computational requirement for advanced algorithms. They in-

troduce a fuzzy-based method, which recommends stocks that were

selected by similar users. Taghavi et al [78] propose a concept of

classical recommender system for ranking stocks. In their work,

they combine hybrid techniques with various information collector

agents. Although their concept is quite close to conventional recom-

mender systems in e-commerce, they do not publish empirical re-

sults. The application of standard collaborative-filtering methods is

also investigated by Sayyed et al. [68]; however, they present a pre-

liminary concept only.
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2.5.3 Characteristics of stock market

Due to its variability over time, stock market is more difficult to char-

acterize than previous domains. We argue that stocks are heteroge-

neous, because they represent companies from various sectors. The

churn rate is low, because companies leaves stocks exchange very

rarely. Considering bidding and trading transactions, the interaction

style is rather implicit with very high volume. We argue that the user

preference is unstable, because it is strongly driven by news and the

ever changing global economy. Recommending stocks is very risky;

therefore, a particular good explanation is required; however, it is a

quite challenging task.

2.6 Asset allocation and portfolio management

A portfolio is a composition of finite number financial assets with

various weights. It is well observed phenomena, that diversification

reduces the risk of an investment, because the specific risk of each

component become insignificant; therefore, portfolios offers better

risk-return tradeoff than individual stocks. The technique of portfolio

composition is often called asset allocation. In this context, the rec-

ommendation tasks are selecting assets and estimating their optimal

weights in portfolio meet individual preferences and risk-aversion.

2.6.1 Modern Portfolio Theory

One of the most well-known portfolio selection model (Modern Port-

folio Theory, MPT) was published by Markowitz [50]. His model

can be interpreted as a two-step recommendation problem. First,

well-diversified portfolios offer the best risk-return tradeoff for ev-

ery risk level, these set of portfolios are the object of recommen-

dation. Second, an investor is modeled by his risk-aversion utility

function, which scores every investment opportunity based on risk

and expected return. Investors select those portfolios that maximize

his utility function. The practical drawback of this theoretical model

is finding efficient portfolios requires complex calculation and esti-

mating the individual utility function itself is challenging task.

Based on MPT, several works are published for asset allocation

[73, 8]; however, the first concepts of automated solutions appears

in the early 2000s. Elton and Gruber [21] argues that investors of-

ten make irrational decisions; therefore, automatized recommenda-

tions are advantageous for preventing irrational portfolio selections.

Sycara et al. [77] present an overview of the application of intel-

ligent agents in portfolio management. They highlight the speci-

ficity of this domain such as heterogeneity of information, dynamic

change of environment, time-dependency and cost-constraints. Sev-

eral researchers extend MPT by fuzzy techniques for modeling risk-

aversion [90], estimating risk of portfolios [6] and composing opti-

mal portfolios [23, 57]. For generating efficient portfolios, Nanda et

al. [55] integrate a stock clustering method, Raei and Jahromi [59]

apply two types of multi-criteria decision methods. Although the

aforementioned works propose various type of sophisticated portfo-

lio weighting methods, they are just non-personalized models.

2.6.2 Personalized portfolio selection

Musto et al. [54, 71, 53] propose a case-based reasoning methodolo-

gies for asset allocation, which consider user metadata for personal-

ization. In their work, recommended portfolios are calculated based

on what similar users selected applying various combining strategies.

The authors provide empirical results of neighbor selection- and asset

allocation methods in terms of average yield and intra-list-diversity

of portfolios. Garcia-Crespo et al. [31] and Gonzalez-Carrasco et al.

[34] introduce a fuzzy model that transforms the ontology of investor

(education, age, income, risk-aversion, etc.) and the ontology of port-

folio (market risk, interest rate, liquidity, returns, etc.) to a unified

bi-dimensional matrix, where dimensions are psychological and so-

cial behavior features. Portfolios are recommended based on the dis-

tance of investor and portfolio models. The authors also discuss the

architecture the solution and compare the value of applied accuracy

measures with other domains. Beraldi et al. [5] present a decision

support system for assisting strategic asset allocation using stochas-

tic optimization method. In their solution, an investor can define his

strategy by setting its parameters (initial cash, period, type of assets

and currency). Based on these criteria, portfolios are generated maxi-

mizing the tradeoff between expected final wealth, Conditional Value

at Risk and risk aversion parameter. The authors provide a detailed

high-level architecture and performance measurement of their solu-

tion.

2.6.3 Characteristics of portfolio management

As portfolios can contain various assets, the portfolio management is

heterogeneous. Although the churn rate may vary by the type of do-

mains, we consider it low, because the assets are purchased for long-

term investment. On the other hand, portfolios are basically unique

and they always change if reallocation is performed. Assuming an

interactive user interface, the interaction type is explicit, because in-

vestors can specify both their preferences or the desired weight of

assets in portfolios. The stability of user preference may vary over

time, but it is less unstable than stock exchange, because portfolios

are typically composed for long-term investment. The risk of such

investment is still high and explanation is desired in this domain.

2.7 Other financial domains

In this subsection, we discuss the financial domains that have weak

literature in recommender systems. We mention only the most signif-

icant differences in characteristics from the aforementioned domains.

An emerging domain of investment opportunities is venture fi-

nance. Venture capital is a type of private equity that is offered for

startup companies as seed funding. This kind of investment is typ-

ically risky, but expects high returns on promising companies. As

companies typically need only a few rounds of funding, the item

churn is high in this case. The goal in this domain is to find an advan-

tageous matching between the venture capital firms and their invest-

ment partners. Related to this problem, Stone et al. [76] published

a relevant work focusing on the application of collaborative filter-

ing. They report that the domain is characterized by extremely sparse

long-tailed data, thus the efficient use of conventional recommender

system methods is challenging. Continuing their work, Zhao et al.

[91] investigate diversification techniques in this field. The authors

propose 5 algorithms for ranking startups and a quadratic portfolio

weight optimization method considering risk-aversion levels.

Stock fund is a fund that principally invests in stocks. The compo-

sition of stock fund is defined by fund manager focusing on a cer-

tain sector or a level of risk. Due to its diversification level, stock

funds are less risky than stocks; however, they often cannot be traded

in stock market thus the amount of transactions is low. Matsatsinis

and Manarolis [51] introduce a hybrid application for stock fund rec-

ommendation problem. To reduce the sparsity issues, they propose

the combination of collaborative filtering and multi-criteria decision
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analysis. Lacking individual real data on transactions, they evaluate

the proposed model on simulated investment behavior.

Jannach and Bundgaard-Joergensen [41] apply knowledge-based

techniques to design a web-based advisory tool to improve the com-

pleteness of a business plans. In this context, the personalization of

related questions is considered as a type of recommendation prob-

lem. The application also provides a summary of financials, level of

completeness and aggregated advices. The risk of recommendation

is low and the explanation is not critical in this case.

3 METHOD-BASED REVIEW

In this section, we categorize relevant scientific contributions based

on the applied methodologies. First, we walk through the standard

recommendation methods such as collaborative-filtering, content-

based filtering, knowledge- and case-based recommender systems.

Second, we discuss various hybrid techniques and additional data

mining and machine learning methods that indirectly applied for rec-

ommendation problems in financial services. Further domain-related

studies, architectures and user interface designs are not discussed in

this section.

3.1 Collaborative filtering

One of the most often used technique in recommender systems is

collaborative filtering (CF) [67]. As this method require interactions

only, it can be applied in various domains. Collaborative filtering is

able to extract latent behavioral pattern in transactional data that can-

not be modeled by metadata; therefore, collaborative filtering meth-

ods usually have higher accuracy than metadata-based methods. On

the other hand, their efficiency strongly depends on the sparsity of

data and the novelty of items (cold-start problem); furthermore, it is

quite challenging to explain the output of CF algorithms, which is a

strong disadvantage for risky financial domains.

Among collaborative filtering-based solutions, the majority of

works apply item-based nearest-neighbor methods for recommend-

ing insurance riders [65], real estate, [82] and venture capital [76].

We also find preliminary concept of the application of similarity-

based recommendations for stock market [68]. Lee et al. [43] ap-

ply matrix factorization for Bayesian personalized ranking in micro-

finance services. They propose a fairness-aware optimization with

stochastic gradient descent (SGD). A significant contribution is pub-

lished by Zhao et al. [91], who propose five different collaborative-

filtering methods for venture capital domain. CF is also applied in

several other hybrid methods; however, we discuss those in a later

section.

3.2 Content-based filtering

Content-based filtering (CBF) [58] recommends items based on the

metadata of items in user history and other available items; therefore,

this method requires metadata and individual interactions only. CBF

algorithms can cope with the cold start problem and their recom-

mendations are easy to explain by meta words; however, the models

strongly rely on the quality of metadata and they are usually less ac-

curate than collaborative filtering methods.

We find that the metadata-based recommendation problem is usu-

ally associated with multiple-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) [29].

Due to the complexity of real estate selection problem, MDCA mod-

els are often applied in that field. Ginevičius et al. [33] propose a

model that handles quantitative and qualitative criteria for real estate

management. Daly et al. [18] presents housing recommender system,

which considers not just the metadata of a home, but the transporta-

tion opportunities to the user specified locations. A metadata-based

solution for peer-to-peer lending is proposed by San Miguel et al.

[66]; however, it is different from the conventional content-based fil-

tering. The authors introduce a framework that capable to represent

user data in vector-based- and semantic user models. We conclude

that pure metadata-based methods are not typical in financial do-

mains.

3.3 Knowledge-based recommendation

Knowledge-based recommender systems (KBRS) [79] focus on for-

malizing the knowledge about a domain based on its specificity,

various constraints and ontology of items. The information about a

user is usually collected by a knowledge acquisition interface, per-

sonalized recommendation is calculated based on the representa-

tion of knowledge about the user and available items. The advan-

tage of knowledge-based methods is that the recommendations rely

only on the domain-knowledge and constraints of the user prefer-

ences; furthermore, they are easy to be explained. On the other hand,

the knowledge base itself should be built up and maintained, which

can be a significant overhead in operating such an interactive deci-

sion support systems and the conflict should be resolved by heuris-

tics when there is no matching item based on the actual constraints

[28]. As knowledge-based methods are able to handle complex user

preferences that is typical for financial domains, they can be poten-

tially effective solutions assuming that the knowledge acquisition in-

terface is implemented and knowledge about the domain is acquired.

Felfernig et al. propose several solutions for recommending various

financial products using constraint-based reasoning, which is a type

of knowledge-based methods [27, 25, 26]. KBRS is also applied for

personalizing questions of business plan analysis [41].

3.4 Case-based recommendation

Case-based recommender systems (CBRS) [46, 74] apply case-based

reasoning (CBR) that solves the recommendation problem based on

old similar cases. A case is defined in various ways (like product

description, user preference, search criteria and outcome of case).

CBRS relies on the first two step of case-based reasoning, which

is (1) retrieve that finds relevant old cases to the current case and

(2) reuse that applies the knowledge from relevant old cases. An ac-

tual case of the user is defined by user profile data or via interactive

user interface. In order to find similar cases, similarity of attributes,

collaborative patterns or knowledge of the domain are usually ap-

plied. On one hand, CBRS can be used for complex problems and it

provides explainable recommendations. Based on Musto et al. [53],

CBR has better properties than collaborative filtering for financial do-

mains. On the other hand, these methods require a significant amount

of data about the cases.

In financial domains, we find a number of case-based recom-

mender systems. Rahman et al. [60] propose a CBR-based applica-

tion for recommending insurance policies. Musto et al. [54, 71, 53]

introduce case-based reasoning for portfolio recommendation. In

their works, the authors also propose a diversification technique for

weighting candidate solutions in revise step. Yuan et al. [87] intro-

duce a real estate recommender that combines case-based reasoning

and ontology of items. Guo et al. [37] applies instance-based method

for peer-to-peer recommendation problem and employ kernel regres-

sion to find similarity weights of instances in the past.
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3.5 Hybrid methods

We consider the combination of the different decision support meth-

ods as hybrid method [9]. Generally, hybrid recommenders benefit

from the advantages of applied techniques, while their weaknesses

are reduced. Hybrid methods can be more precise than conventional

models; however, the efficient implementation of such solutions can

be very difficult for complex problems.

We find hybrid solutions that incorporate credit card transactions

in various domains to provide context-aware recommendations based

on the location of the user [30, 81]. We argue that hybrid filter-

ing is an efficient solution for cross-domain recommendation. An-

other hybrid application focuses on finding the most profitable stocks

at a right time based on the investor preference [78]. They apply

collaborative- and content-based filtering in algorithm level and so-

cial, economic and semantical agents in system level. CF and CBF

is also combined by Mitra et al. [52] for recommending insurance

product and by Choo et al. [15] for microfinancing. In order to re-

duce sparsity issues for stock fund recommendation, Matsatsinis and

Manarolis [51] propose a combination if collaborative filtering and

multi-criteria decision analysis.

There are a few applications of association rule mining (ARM)

[44] in financial domains. A web-based hybrid association rule min-

ing method is proposed for personalized recommendation of insur-

ance products, which also deals with cold-start problem [38]. ARM

is used in stock market for predicting trading-based relationships be-

tween stocks [56].

3.6 Complementary methods

In this section, we also discuss additional complementary techniques

that are integrated to conventional recommender methods. We find

that fuzzy methods are primarily introduced for stock market and

asset allocation. Yujun et al. [88] introduce a fuzzy-based cluster-

ing for stock recommendations. A fuzzy-based transformation is in-

troduced by Garcia-Crespo et al. [31] and Gonzalez-Carrasco et al.

[34] for portfolio recommendation problem. Fuzzy-based expert sys-

tems are proposed for real-estate- [42] and portfolio recommenda-

tions [23, 35]. Several variations of fuzzy-based extensions of mod-

ern portfolio theory are introduced [90, 6, 57].

We find applications of artificial neural networks (ANN) for de-

signing trading decision support systems [16] and extracting infor-

mation from news [32]. In stock price forecasting, semantic methods

are also considered for processing web texts [70] and emotions ex-

pressed in Twitter messages [64]. Based on our research, classifica-

tion methods are usually applied for stock markets. Support vector

machines (SVM) are used for incorporating information from finan-

cial news [69, 49], forecasting stock returns [89, 47] and providing

stock buy/sell signals [83].

4 CONCLUSION

In this review, we have discussed the scientific contributions that

were addressed to the recommendation problems in financial ser-

vices in the last 15 years. We have performed a two-way investigation

based on financial domains and applied recommendation techniques.

Considering the domains, our finding is the following. Banking in-

stitutes have a significant willingness to introduce decision support

systems; however, we find just concepts for that problem. There is

a great support for personalizing peer-to-peer lending than conven-

tional loan services. Although insurance domain is small, we find

a decent number of applications recommending both insurance poli-

cies and riders. There are a few papers dealing with real estate recom-

mendation; a decent part of them is empirical study only. There is a

huge literature dealing with stock market. A significant part of pub-

lications focuses on predicting stock prices and providing buy/sell

signals; however, these methods are non-personalized. Several works

introduce interactive user interface for managing stocks, but only a

few number of papers propose machine learning methods for per-

sonalized stock recommendation. We also find a significant literature

for asset allocation. On the basis of modern portfolio theory, several

methods are introduced to find efficient portfolios for various risk-

aversion levels; however, the personalization is realized in selecting

risk level only. Some of the works apply machine learning methods to

compose personalized portfolios based on individual attributes. Fur-

thermore, we present promising applications of recommender sys-

tems for venture finance, stock funds and business plan-related ques-

tionnaire.

Several domains can be characterized by homogeneous products;

however, we argue that stock exchange, portfolio management and

multi-domain solutions are rather heterogeneous. The item churn rate

is basically low among the financial domains, except for real estate,

where the offers are available until only one transaction by nature.

Assuming that user interface is provided, the interaction style is ex-

plicit, otherwise implicit data or user profile metadata can be used

only. We find that the preference stability is various in these do-

mains depending on individual financial status and the changes of

global market. As the object of recommendations are usually related

to money spending transactions, we consider all financial domains;

therefore, the demand for proper explanation about the recommen-

dations is significant.

Based on our method-based analysis, we conclude that collabora-

tive filtering is applied in various domains where the product itself

is well-defined; however, it is limited to handle complex recommen-

dation problems. We find a small number of applications using pure

content-based filtering. Due to the specificity of financial domains,

multiple-criteria decision analysis and case-based reasoning has sig-

nificant advantage over collaborative- and content-based filtering.

Assuming that a well designed user interface is available, knowledge-

based methods has great benefits for assisting personalization prob-

lems. We find several hybrid methods combining collaborative- and

content-based filtering, we argue that application of association rules

is less significant. Investigating other methods, we find that fuzzy

techniques are basically applied for portfolio selection problem; fur-

thermore, artificial neural networks and support vector machines are

typically used in stock market decision systems.

Summarizing our work, we state that an extensive work is being in

progress for investigating applications of recommendation systems in

financial services; however, there remain several unexploited oppor-

tunities in this field for both scientific research and product develop-

ment.
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Forecasting out-of-the-ordinary financial events1

Marco Brambilla2 and Davide Greco3 and Sara Marchesini2 and Luca Marconi2
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Abstract. Being able to understand the financial market is very

important for investors and, given the width and complexity of the

topic, tools to support investor decisions are badly needed. In this pa-

per we present Mercurio, a system that supports the decision-making

process of financial investors through the automatic extraction and

analysis of financial data coming from the Web. Mercurio formal-

izes the knowledge and reasoning of an expert in financial journal-

ism and uses it to identify relevant events within financial newspa-

pers. Moreover, it performs automatic analysis of financial indexes to

identify relevant events related to the stock market. Then, sequential

pattern mining is used to predict exceptional events on the basis of

the knowledge of their past occurrences and relationships with other

events, in order to to warn investors about them.

1 Introduction

Financial data are daily produced and made available on the Web,

therefore the possibility to process them allows us to model and study

a world that is inherently complex due to the rules governing the fi-

nancial market and to the internal and external factors influencing

it. Investors constantly read financial news and analyze financial in-

dexes, using their knowledge and experience to predict market events

and make profitable investments. Our research aims at developing

Mercurio, a decision support system to help investors during these

activities.

Mercurio identifies relevant financial events, understands how they

are related to each other and exploits this knowledge to predict fu-

ture happenings. It uses: (i) the knowledge of an expert in financial

journalism, whose deep understanding of the news does not consist

of sole natural language processing and (ii) financial indicators that

provide an objective overview of the stock and, more in general, of

the companies’ performances. On one hand, a domain expert knows

“how to” read an article and understand its meaning, especially since

its literal inspection might not coincide with the real meaning of what

has happened. On the other hand, financial indicators provide an im-

partial overview of the past and current financial situation of compa-

nies. Financial happenings are all about signals and indications that

companies leave behind along their life, and that the system must

capture and interpret. Investment decisions are still made by human

investors, and Mercurio provides them with more knowledge, pos-

sibly hidden to human observers, to improve their decision-making

process.

Among the many financial data available on the web, Mercurio

looks for those that convey “important” happenings, i.e., happenings

1 This research is partially supported by the IBM Faculty Award “SOFIA:
Semi-autOmatic Financial Information Analytics”

2 Politecnico di Milano
3 Accento

that influence and possibly shake the market: we call them events.

Some of them are more relevant because they represent considerable

changes of the financial market: we call them catastrophes, and they

coincide with extraordinary financial moves (not necessarily nega-

tive, though), e.g. merger and acquisition, or other significant moves

of the company management, or stockprice variations. The occur-

rence of a catastrophe is usually anticipated by “symptoms” that we

call signals. For example, an investor might observe that often, be-

fore a crash, a company gives an interview stating that profits are

increasing; from now on, whenever such an interview is published

the expert will expect the related stock to fall in the stock market.

Thus, an article containing an interview about increasing profit is a

signal, while a stock crash is a catastrophe.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes some

proposals with aims similar to ours, Section 3 gives the details of

the Mercurio system, Section 4 provides the current implementation

state and, finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions we have currently

reached and future research directions.

2 Related work

Market prediction always receives high interest in the financial lit-

erature: mostly, only numerical data are used, but some approaches

exploit also textual information to increase the quality of input data

and improve predictions.

Works in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] use Automated Text Categorization tech-

niques to predict short-term market reactions to news. Articles are

categorized depending on the influence their publication has on fi-

nancial indexes, and then correlated with financial trends and differ-

ent approaches use different types of classifiers. Our approach differs

from these as we use expert knowledge to determine the relevance of

articles. Among the examined works, [8] has a similar goal as Mer-

curio, to find sequences of articles that anticipate a changing trend.

Once again the focus is on numerical data, while we are interested in

predicting strategically extraordinary financial moves.

Existing works are primarily data driven, however some propos-

als use a-priori knowledge about the application domain. Works in

[9, 10] analyze financial articles and create a handcrafted thesaurus

containing words that drive the stock prices and that are later used to

predict stock prices. Similarly, [11] uses a-priori domain knowledge

to predict interest rates: a cognitive map represents cause-effect rela-

tionships among the events in the domain and is used as the basis to

retrieve the relevant news; these are then classified as either positive

or negative according to the way they influence the rates. A work

similar to ours is [12], where the objective is to predict the Tokyo

stock exchange price using a-priori knowledge in the form of rules.

Domain rules are defined eliciting non-numerical factors that influ-

ence the stock price, however these rules differ from ours as they
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convey general knowledge about political and international events.

On the contrary, we focus on financial and economic events typical

of a company’s life. The latter approaches differ from ours either

in the way knowledge is represented or in the kind of knowledge

adopted as background; we are currently trying to find a basis for

an effective comparison, since the systems are not available and thus

an experimental comparison on the same corpus is for the moment

impossible.

To the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive system that makes

use of both textual and numerical information to predict strategically

extraordinary financial moves is still missing.

3 The Mercurio system

We envision an integrated and modular system that draws informa-

tion from various sources and uses them appropriately with the final

aim of predicting the happening of extraordinary financial events,

that is, catastrophes. Finance is a kind of domain in which the key to

successful data analysis is the integrated analysis of heterogeneous

data, where time-dependent and highly frequent numerical data (e.g.,

price and volume) and textual data (e.g., news articles) should be

considered jointly [13]. Both categories might encompass various

data sources that can be easily added to the system (as shown in Fig-

ure 1). Each of the textual data sources is managed by an Event Rec-

ognizer that is able to extract events from the data and feed them into

Mercurio. Events can be catastrophes (i.e. they convey considerable

changes of the financial market) or signals (i.e. symptoms anticipat-

ing a catastrophe). Event recognition strategies vary depending on

the type and nature of the managed data, for instance, each financial

market (Italian, British, etc.) has its own language and dynamics, and

there are differences also among financial newspapers of the same

country.
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Event 
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Figure 1. Mercurio architecture

In Mercurio, the events extracted from the financial news are re-

ceived by the Time-Sequence Generator that arranges them on one

or more timelines depending on the use the system has to make of

them. If the aim is to construct a model from them all, then the Time-

Sequence Generator creates a single timeline where all the received

events are placed and provides this timeline as input to the Model

Constructor. On the other hand, if the aim is to predict the future

happenings related to specific companies, each created timeline con-

tains only events related to a specific company, and inputs these data

to the Model Predictor.

The Model Constructor module takes a sequence of events and

uses Sequential Pattern Mining techniques to find frequent subse-

quences of events and thus creates a model of the data represented

in terms of a set of sequential patterns. These patterns, together with

the timeline of a company are taken as input by the Model Predictor

module that uses them to forecast the happening of a certain catas-

trophe with respect to a certain company. The output provided by the

Model Predictor is composed by a set of alerts such as “there is a P%

probability that company A will encounter catastrophe C within X

timeslots”.

The most challenging and crucial aspect of the project is thus the

process of event recognition and sequencing; however, as a side anal-

ysis, the time series generated by the Time-Sequence Generator can

be compared with numerical data (indexes), arranged on their own

timeline, in order to understand correlations between them.

3.1 Textual information

Events can be recognized inside textual information through text

analysis; in Mercurio we propose the use of three different ap-

proaches:

• Semantic approach: events are recognized by means of semantic

rules that formalize the knowledge and experience of our domain

expert.

• Automatic approach: events are identified by applying clustering

algorithms to financial news.

• Hybrid approach: a combination of the previous approaches

where catastrophes are recognized with semantic rules and signals

by means of clustering.

In the semantic approach, in particular, rules define a relationship

between sentence structures and corresponding events. This is one of

the innovative features of Mercurio and can be further improved by

introducing different formalization strategies.

Some rules are independent of each other in the sense that they

represent events that do not interact in any way. Other rules instead

might represent events that are somehow related, e.g., one event

might be a composition of two different events. Moreover, some

rules are related to events that involve only one company while oth-

ers might represent an interaction among different financial players.

These considerations generate a rule categorization that also intro-

duces the need for rule ordering. Such ordering is needed during the

phase when rules are applied to the financial news in order to ensure

the correct event recognition.

An interesting idea is to organize and formalize the semantic

rules into an ontology. The concepts in the ontology would represent

events, and relationships among concepts would describe how events

are related to each other and how they interact and depend on each

other. Each concept should be related to a set of words (or sentence

structures): those that express the corresponding rule. These words

could be defined ad-hoc according to the semantic rules in Mercurio,

but can also originate from external ontologies describing the finan-

cial scenario or others. This addition helps to enrich the semantic

formalization by taking into account both synonyms and new terms.

The use of an ontology would also allow us, through the use of

inference, to discover novel information about the formalized data,

possibly stimulating the discovery of new events.

3.2 Numerical information

Time-dependent series such as financial indexes are represented as

values on a timeline. Each timeslot (e.g. hour or day) is associated –

according to the index – with a value, e.g. an opening value, price,

closing value, average and so on. The timeline containing these val-

ues can be used, in addition to the timeline containing events coming
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from textual data, to enrich our data representation for the user. This

is possible not only by taking into consideration single values but

also by looking at some patterns inside the index.

A first technique is based on Bollinger Bands 4 that, given a numer-

ical series, provide an upper and lower band such that the observed

values usually oscillate within them. Whenever a value goes beyond

these bands, it means that an unusual oscillation is happening. Thus,

a trend that goes below the lower band is an unexpected price fall

while a trend that goes above the upper band is an unexpected price

rise.

A second technique that has been applied in the financial context

is the detection of specific patterns, in terms of curve shape, inside

financial time series (rather than single interesting points). The fi-

nancial domain comprises some well known and meaningful trend

patterns [14] such as “double top”, “spike bottom”, “wedge” and so

on.

Another interesting approach is to approximate financial time se-

ries through the use of segments, for example by using piecewise

segmentation [8]. In such way each segment represents a trend in the

series, thus, we might have segments representing increasing, stable

or decreasing volumes or prices.

Yet another segmentation technique specifically adopted in the fi-

nancial scenario is based on Turning Points (TP) [15]. TPs are lo-

cal minimum and maximum points from the historical data and are

widely used in technical analysis for predicting the movement of a

stock. In fact, they represent the trend of the stock change and can be

used to identify the beginning or end of a transaction period.

4 Current implementation

Currently. our system predicts catastrophes by taking into consid-

eration the information coming from financial news, while the part

allowing the comparison with financial indexes is not implemented

yet. The system comprises three main phases:

1. Data acquisition and management: financial news are extracted

from web sources, structured and stored into a relational database;

their contents are then cleaned and pre-processed;

2. Event recognition: articles are analyzed to identify both catastro-

phes and signals. Mercurio adopts the three different approaches

introduced in Section 3: (i) semantic approach, (ii) automatic ap-

proach and (iii) hybrid approach.

3. Model construction: the events found in the previous step are used

in combination with sequential pattern mining to learn a model,

represented by means of temporal patterns, to predict the arrival

of catastrophes.

4.1 Data acquisition and management

Mercurio currently monitors 250 Italian mid-cap companies and the

information about them is gathered from important Italian financial

and economic web sources such as “Il Sole 24 Ore”, “Radiocor”,

“La Repubblica” and “Il Corriere della Sera”. Articles about compa-

nies are extracted directly from the newspaper websites and stored

into a MySQL database (our initial data contains about 14,000 arti-

cles, from year 2010 to 2015) keeping only those that: (i) are part of

financial and economic sections and (ii) refer to one of the chosen

companies. After this phase the article texts are cleaned by tokeniza-

tion, stopword elimination and word stemming.

4 http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/

bollingerbands.asp

Two different text pre-processing strategies are adopted, one used

during the semantic event recognition and the other for the automatic

event recognition. In the first strategy we kept all special charac-

ters, symbols, punctuation marks, numbers, words, company names

and persons details because they are needed by the expert’s rules.

In the second strategy these data are not significant, sometimes even

misleading when applying clustering algorithms, thus they are elim-

inated from the texts.

4.2 Event recognition

Events are detected through text analysis of the financial news. Mer-

curio implements three event recognition approaches; all of them out-

put a temporal sequence containing the recognized events.

4.2.1 Semantic event recognition.

Mercurio uses a set of rules that formalize the recognition of rele-

vant events inside financial news. Rules define a relationship between

some keywords, regular expressions (in general, sentence structures),

and corresponding events (e.g. “take” is a keyword related to an ac-

quisition event). An article that contains the expressions defined in a

rule is assigned a label corresponding to the event formalized by the

rule. Each article is assigned zero, one or more labels depending on

the rules it triggers.

Rules capture meanings that go beyond the sole natural language

processing. For example, financial newspapers, usually, publish in-

terviews when requested by a company. The question is: why would

a company want to be interviewed? When this breaks a trend of non-

communication it must be a signal. Also, an article that mentions the

gross profit of a company is not a good sign because this indicator

does not provide the amount of real revenue of the company, thus it

could hide a negative trend of the company, whereas the net profit is

not ambiguous, so this is a positive financial communication.

Currently, Mercurio encompasses 30 semantic rules, 7 of which

identify catastrophes while the rest formalize signals.

4.2.2 Automatic event recognition.

This approach does not use any a-priori knowledge but relies on

the detection of events by only applying clustering algorithms to the

pre-processed financial news. Articles are represented in the Vector

Space Model [1] where the weight of each term is the TF-IDF fre-

quency of its occurrences in the article. Then, articles are clustered

using the K-means algorithm and each article is assigned one label,

corresponding to the cluster it belongs to.

The process of article clustering has proven to be quite challeng-

ing because at the end of the clustering phase we tried to interpret

the results and found it impossible to distinguish between clusters

representing signals and those representing catastrophes. This was

a big drawback from our point of view since we were not able to

understand how to predict catastrophes.

4.2.3 Hybrid event recognition.

To overcome the problem exposed above, we “added some seman-

tics” to the automatic approach, obtaining what we called the hybrid

one. In this approach, catastrophes are found by using the semantic

rules that formalize catastrophic events, while the other signals are

obtained by clustering all those articles that were not isolated by the

rules defining catastrophic events.
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4.3 Model construction

The output of the event recognition phase is a sequence of events,

each associated with a timestamp that corresponds to the date and

time of publishing of the article in which the event was found. Based

on this sequence, Mercurio uses Sequential Pattern Mining to find

“recurring” temporal patterns in the input data which are then used

to predict future catastrophes.

This step is performed by using AIDA [2], a tool that encompasses

both the model creation and prediction features. The tool is applied in

two phases: (i) given as input a temporal sequence of events, a spe-

cific event e from the sequence and a minimum support threshold,

it finds all temporal patterns that end with e and whose support is

above the threshold; (ii) given the found model and a real-time flow

of previously unseen articles, it predicts the happening of the learned

events within a certain time span. In particular, during the prediction

phase, each incoming new article is processed and labeled according

to the events it triggers. Then, the system tries to match each event

to the ones in the patterns of the model. If this happens, it waits for

another event that would match the next event in the pattern. This

process is repeated until a pattern expires because of time constraints

or its last but one event is reached. When this happens, we can pre-

dict the happening of the next event, which is the one corresponding

to the last node of the pattern, which, by construction, is always a

catastrophe.

4.4 Experiments

Let us briefly discuss on the performance of our prototype and com-

pare the semantic approach (SA) and hybrid approach (HA). First of

all, let us recall the differences between the two approaches, in terms

of article-event relationships: (i) in SA an article might contain both

catastrophes and signals, while in HA this is not possible because

clustering is computed only on those articles that do not trigger any

catastrophe; (ii) in SA an article might not trigger any rules thus not

generate any event; in HA all the articles are associated with exactly

one event, either a catastrophe or a cluster label; (iii) in SA an article

might trigger more than one signal, while in HA each article belongs

to only one cluster, thus, it is related to only one signal. These differ-

ences make it difficult to qualitatively compare the results of the two

approaches, articles that trigger the same events in SA often belong

to different clusters in HA.

In the semantic approach we considered 2549 instances of events

(556 of catastrophes, 1993 of signals) and, for each catastrophe, built

a model to predict it. The constructed models contain an average of 9

patterns whose lengths vary between 2 and 7. In the hybrid approach

we consider 3283 articles (438 catastrophes, 2845 are clustered). The

constructed models contain an average of 13 patterns whose lengths

vary between 2 and 6. The hybrid approach allows us to obtain a

greater number of patterns w.r.t. the semantic approach and results in

an increase of the average number of patterns for each catastrophe.

All the constructed models were tested on previously unseen data to

determine the precision and recall of the predictions. We recall that

low precision means that there are many wrong predictions, i.e. many

times the system predicts a catastrophe which does not actually hap-

pen, and a low recall means that there are many missed predictions,

i.e. many times the system does not predict a catastrophe and the

catastrophe actually happens.

The results obtained by applying the two methods vary depending

on the catastrophe: (i) some catastrophes cannot be predicted because

their model has only one pattern which does not appear in the testing

set; (ii) some catastrophes have maximum precision and maximum

recall thus they are perfectly predicted, i.e., there are only right pre-

dictions and not wrong or missed ones; (iii) other catastrophes have

always maximum precision because the system makes only right pre-

dictions about them, however (iv) some have low recall which means

that many times the catastrophe happens and the system was not able

to predict it.

These results strongly depend on the minimum support thresh-

old: the higher the support threshold, the higher the precision and

the lower the recall; conversely, the lower the support threshold, the

lower the precision and the higher the recall. In general, we noticed

that both approaches offer satisfactory performances, however we are

working at making the models more accurate, so that the final proto-

type will be based on more training data and on an integration of the

two techniques.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we discussed Mercurio, a system that supports the

decision-making process of investors through the automatic extrac-

tion and analysis of financial data, with the aim of predicting extraor-

dinary financial moves. Current results are encouraging but leave

space for many improvements, especially related to enrichments of

the current model, such as introducing weights and polarity to each

event and the use of statistical information about the whole financial

market, its different sectors and each monitored company.
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Online User Behavioural Modeling
with Applications to Price Steering

Van Tien Hoang1 and Vittoria Cozza2 and Marinella Petrocchi3 and Rocco De Nicola1

Abstract. Price steering is the practice of “changing the order of

search results to highlight specific products” and products prices. In

this paper, we show an initial investigation to quantify the price steer-

ing level in search results shown to different kind of users on Google

Shopping. We mimic the category of affluent users. Affluent users

visit websites offering expensive services, search for luxury goods

and always click on the most costly items results at Google Shop-

ping. The goal is checking if users trained in specific ways get dif-

ferent search results, based on the price of the products in the results.

Evaluation is based on well known metrics to measure page results

differences and similarities. Experiments are automised, rendering

large-scale investigations feasible. Results of our experiments, based

on a preliminary experimental setting, show that users trained on

some particular topics are not always influenced by previous search

and click activities. However, different trained users actually achieve

different search results, thus paving the way for further investigation.

1 Introduction

Popular e-commerce websites, such as the Amazon Marketplace, of-

fer a window to thousands of merchants, able to advertise their goods

and services to millions of potential buyers.

Recently, the traditional advertising approach has moved towards a

targeted one: the ad is shown only to online users with a specific pro-

file - location, gender, age, e-shopping history are among the mon-

itored aspects. This way, the merchant pays only for ads shown to

users matching the ideal buyer for the merchant products. Targeted

advertising is possible since the ads system is able to build a user

profile tracking her online behaviour, e.g., on the e-commerce web-

site, plus considering the data inserted by the user on the platform, at

registration time.

Although personalised ads have the significant advantage to guide

the customer mostly towards products she likes, concerns were born

since the ads system could 1) hide to the user other potential interest-

ing products [20]; and 2) expose user private information [3].

Price steering refers to the practice of changing the order of search

results to highlight specific products prices [18]. In this work, we

aim at studying if e-commerce websites rely on user past online be-

haviour to show her different product prices. In particular, we focus

on Google Shopping, to discover if Google shows products of differ-

ent price based on the user willingness to pay.

Google Shopping4 is a promising platform to study the effect of

1 IMT School for Advanced Studies Lucca, Italy, email: {vantien.hoang,
rocco.denicola}@imtlucca.it

2 Electrical & Information Engineering Department (DEI), Polytechnic Uni-
versity of Bari, Italy, email: vittoria.cozza@poliba.it

3 IIT-CNR, Pisa, Italy, email: m.petrocchi@iit.cnr.it
4 http://www.google.com/shopping

price personalization. It allows vendors to reach a large number of

customers, really interested in specific products, thus showing the

right product to the right customer. Google Shopping creates a selling

campaign, placing specific products “in front of millions of online

shoppers searching on Google.com”5. This is possible since Google

can access several information on the user search activity, not only

including that on Google Shopping. Actually, Google monitors the

circle of websites known as Google Display Network (GDN), a large

set of websites publishing Google ads6.

As shown in [13], Google builds ad user profiles, monitoring and

learning behaviors when the users navigate on the GDN websites.

Among the elements considered to build the ad profiles, there are

the list of the visited websites, their topics, the time spent on each

website, the number of times the user went to the website, the device

the user is using for accessing at the platform, geo-localization of the

user IP address.

Past work showed that price steering is affected by the user loca-

tion, see [10, 19] and by the user device, as for the case of the online

travel agency Orbitz [17]. Orbitz realised that Mac users were more

interested in costly hotels and traveling services than Windows users.

Consequently, the agency showed the most costly results as the first

results for Mac users.

Our work focuses on how the user behaviour, e.g., visiting a web-

site of luxury goods, clicking on expensive products, affects the price

of the items shown as the result of future queries over Google Shop-

ping. We emulate the on-line behaviour of an affluent user and we

compare her results list with one of a fresh user, which has not

searched before on Google Shopping. Preliminary results show that,

overall, affluent profiles have been shown different results with re-

spect to those shown to the fresh control user. However, there is no

a fixed rule, leading first to the most expensive products shown to

the affluent users. The difference in the results list is however worth

to be acknowledged, and calls for further investigation, with a more

complex experimental settings and a more extensive evaluation.

The rest of the paper is as follows. Next section briefly presents

related work in the area. Section 3 describes our methodology. In

Section 4, we describe the experiments and we give the results. Fi-

nally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

This section briefly relates on literature in the area of personaliza-

tion of web results, particularly focusing on price steering and price

5 https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/product_

listing_ads_intro.pdf
6 https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2404190?

hl=en
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discrimination. While price steering denotes the practice of showing

different products with different prices to different users, discrimi-

nation is a similar practice, but related to the same product. Work

in [18] gives an alike definition of price steering: a scenario in which

e-commerce websites show to the unaware user different search re-

sults, based on the user willingness to pay (defined as the maximum

amount of money a customer is willing to spend for a product).

Mikians et. al [19] detected online price discrimination by collect-

ing data from 340 real Internet users over 18 countries. The analysis

focused on how the price of the same product, offered from a set of

retailers, varies retailer per retailer. Outcome denotes geographic lo-

cation as the main factor affecting the prices.Work in [10] analysed

price discrimination by adopting fictitious users, mimicking a visit

to shopping websites, from 6 different locations, for 7 days. Even

in this case, results show that user location has an impact on price

discrimination.

In [12], the authors extensively measures both price steering and

discrimination. With both real data collected through Amazon Me-

chanical Turks and synthetic data from controlled experiments using

a headless web browser7, the authors analyse the prices offered by a

plethora of online vendors. The work finds evidence of price differ-

ences by different merchants and retailers: their websites record the

history of clicked products to discriminate prices among customers.

The issue of price steering analysed in this paper has close rela-

tionships with the ties between online user behaviours and the search

results (and/or advertisements) presented by a search engine (or a

website) to the same user. Indeed, price steering and discrimina-

tion constitute only one aspect of a wide phenomenon, originally

put in the spotlight by Pariser with his Filter Bubbles [20] and in-

vestigated by seminal work on web search personalization, like, e.g.,

the one in [11]. Particularly, online user behaviour has been investi-

gated widely in relation to targeted advertising. As an example, work

in [16] reveals how Google ads are selected for specific users, accord-

ing to their activities over the Internet. Experimental results in the

paper claim that 65% of ads categories shown to users have been tar-

geted according to their behaviours. Targeted ads have been studied

also in [2], achieving results consistent with [16]. Recently, this tar-

geting phenomenon has been investigated in [15] on ads in Gmail, re-

sulting in an evidence of linking users behaviours and shown ads also

on the email service. Overall, tracing online behaviour is commonly

adopted - and such information is commonly exchanged among web-

sites - to determine which ads are shown to users.

In this work, we take inspiration from the analysis of online user

behaviour to evaluate the effect on that behaviour on product prices

shown to the user.

3 Methodology

Our goal is measuring how the user online behaviour affects price

steering on Google Shopping. We use the approach which is similar

in [9, 12, 21]. At first, we consider users of two categories: affluent

and synthesized control users. Intuitively, the former feature higher

willingness to pay than the latter. Thus, aiming at mimicking their

behaviour, we assume that affluent users search and click on more

expensive products than control users. We have considered two kinds

of behaviours: 1) visiting web pages, and 2) searching for keywords

on Google Shopping. Visiting a page means staying on that page

for a while and also scrolling the page. We define the affluent user

behaviour as follows:

7 http://phantomjs.org

• an affluent user visits websites selling luxury goods;

• an affluent user searches for keywords representing luxury goods

on Google Shopping and

– she visits the three results representing the first three products

whose price is above the average (among all the obtained re-

sults)

– she visits those result pages that are the same of a previously

visited website selling luxury goods.

The behaviour of a control user is different, she is idling while the

affluent is in action.

Our expectation is that, when users query Google Shopping af-

ter a training phase where they behave as described above, affluent

(resp., control) ones will likely see the highest (lowest) price prod-

ucts ranked first in their list of results.

In order to identify websites and keywords for luxury goods, we

have exploited a tool originally intended for setting up targeting ad-

vertisements, the Display Planner tool of Google AdWords. The tool

guides the user to find websites and keywords inherent to specific

topics and terms8.

It is well known that Google monitors the users’ behavioural ac-

tivities over the Internet through tools such as Google Analytics,

Google Plus, and the Google ads system9. Thus, we train two af-

fluent user profiles according to the specific online behaviours de-

scribed above. Each profile has a control user profile associated. A

control user has the same configuration as the user she is associated

to (same browser, same OS). The difference is that control users are

not logged into a Google account. Then, we compare the results ob-

tained searching on Google Shopping the same keywords for both

the trained users and the control users. In detail, the training and test

phase are as follows:

• Training step 1: The two affluent users visit a list of websites with

topics related to their category. Websites have been chosen using

the Google Display Planner.

• Training step 2: The two affluent users search on Google Shopping

for keywords related to their user category (keywords have been

chosen according to the Display Planner, too). Then, they click on

the most expensive product results and on those results coming

from websites visited at step 1 (when present).

• Test: All users (trained plus control) search for new products on

Google Shopping. They do not interact with the results.

We let the two affluent users repeat the training phase eight times.

At the end of each training, we run the test. This is for building a

longer behavioral history of the user. Indeed, Google itself states that

it uses browsing and search histories to personalise the results and

enhance the user experience10. This is why we have repeated the

training phase eight times, always on the same profile, to empha-

size possible personalization aspects. One evidence of the efficacy of

this modality is in [1]: Google infers the interests of users only af-

ter a certain amount of websites visiting. Another evidence is in [6],

where the authors described that Google took five days of training on

a single user to produce personalized news content.

8 https://adwords.google.com/da/DisplayPlanner/Home
9 https://www.google.com/policies/privacy/
10 https://www.google.com/policies/terms/
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Figure 1. Top 3 results on Google Shopping: control, 3rd test block

Figure 2. Top 3 results on Google Shopping: affluent, 3rd test block

4 Experiments

For our experiments, we use AdFisher [7], a freely available auto-

mated tool11. Natively, the tool functionalities allow to analyse in-

teractions between online user behaviors, advertisements shown to

the user, and advertisements settings. Later, AdFisher has been ex-

tended for handling Google searches and news searches, to mea-

sure personalization in query results, see, e.g., [6] and applied to

novel news search experiments [5]. AdFisher has also been used

for statistical evaluations, e.g., to measure how users are exposed to

Wikipedia results, in return to their web searches, see, e.g., [4]. The

interested reader can refer to [8] for a full survey on tools for measur-

ing and analysing users’ interactions with online services (including

AdFisher).

In our work, AdFisher runs browser-based experiments that emu-

late search queries and basic interactions with the search results, e.g.,

interacting with those search results whose price is above or below

the price average on the total of the results, or those results belong-

ing to a list of previously visited websites. Github hosts our extended

version12.

AdFisher interacts with Selenium, a web browser automation tool.

Selenium allows to run a unique instance of Firefox creating a fresh

profile, with new associated cookies, the so called Firefox profile.

The Firefox profile that is used is stripped down from what is in-

stalled on the machine, to only include the Selenium WebDriver.xpi

plugin. Further, we take advantage of a plugin to automatically obtain

the Python code for recording actions on web pages (e.g., clicking,

11 https://github.com/tadatitam/

info-flow-experiments
12 https://github.com/tienhv/Adfisher_for_

GoogleShopping

typing, etc.), provided by Selenium IDE for Firefox13. All the experi-

ments are done on the Firefox web browser version 43.0.4, controlled

by Selenium in Python, under XUbuntu 14.04.

To simulate different real users, we browse from different IP ad-

dresses, implementing a solution based on SSH tunneling to remote

computers. To simulate many computers from one geographic area,

we use the VPS services of Digital Ocean14. It is well known that,

when a user enters a query to Google, the query is unpredictably sent

to many distributed servers, to retrieve the results. This could produce

noise due to inconsistent data among different servers. To avoid the

issue, we query only towards specific Google servers IP addresses,

as in [11].

Finally, we use the following metrics to evaluate the search results

of the test:

• Jaccard Index: given two sets P and Q, Jaccard Index is 1 when

the sets are identical and 0 when their intersection is empty.

• NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain), measuring the

similarity between a given list of results and the ideal list of re-

sults. Originally introduced as the non-normalised version DCG

in [14], NDCG has been adopted in [12] for measuring price steer-

ing. For each result r, there is one gain score g(r), representing its

price. For a result page R = [r1, r2, ..rk], we have DCG(R) =

g(r1) +
∑

k

i=2
(g(ri)/log2(i)). NDCG is DCG(R)/DCG(R′),

where R’ is the ideal result page (a list in which the results are

shown from the most expensive to the least one). We create R’ by

unionising the results returned, for the same query, to affluent and

control profiles. Then, we sort such results from the most expen-

sive to the least expensive one.

13 http://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/ide/
14 https://www.digitalocean.com/
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4.1 Settings and results

We have extended the AdFisher functionalities to handle Google

Shopping pages and to mimic the behaviours described in Section 3.

We automatically implement the whole experiments for the affluent

and control users. The extended AdFisher also stores the query re-

sults for further analysis, as the calculation of the NCDG metric.

For the training phase, we emulate two user profiles logged into

Google. We consider 80 websites for each type of user profile and we

let the profiles visit all of them. Such choice has been driven by [1],

which proved that visiting 50 websites is enough for Google Ads to

infer the user interests. The website visit time for a user is a random

value, however less than 30 seconds (such threshold being estimated

following the alexa.com statistics). Furthermore, each profile has

been trained with 15 training keywords, and 3 were the resulting links

to be clicked, associated to the top 3 most expensive products. Table 1

shows an excerpt of the visited websites and the searched keywords,

selected with the help of the Google Display Planner.

For the test phase, we still consider the two trained profiles, plus

two control ones. All feature the same behaviour, which consists of

querying Google Shopping with the same test keywords. Then, we

collect the results. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the first results showed

to affluent and control users, for a specific test query. We extract links

and prices of all the results to calculate the metrics listed in Section 3.

The training and the test phases are repeated eight times per user.

Each session lasts around 90 minutes.

Table 2 shows NCDG values for each test session (results are for

query “luxury shoes”), for each user.

Figures 3 and 4 plot, resp., the Jaccard index and the Kendall in-

dex, for the eight test sessions about “luxury shoes”. The blue lines

represent are calculated over the results pages of Affluent 1 and Con-

trol 2 users, while red lines are calculated over the result pages of

Affluent 2 and Control 1 users. This is to consider two users trained

in same ways and connected from two different machines. Jaccard

index shows evidence of results customization, while Kendall index

says that, most of the times, the results for affluent and control pro-

files have a level of agreement (featuring a positive values for that

index).

Figure 5 plots the values obtained calculating the average NCDG

of the two affluent users and the two control users, over the eight test

sessions. The test query is “luxury shoes”. Average NCDG indicates

that even if affluent and control users follow the same pattern of pric-

ing ordering, the former is closer to the ideal list results (where the

most expensive products are in the first positions).

Figure 3. Jaccard Index for “luxury shoes”

Figure 6 shows the average NCDG value for all the test queries

(averaged both per profile and over the eight sessions). The Figure

Figure 4. Kendall Index for “luxury shoes”

Figure 5. Average NCDG for “luxury shoes”

shows, at a glance, how, in some cases, NCDG values are higher

for affluent users than for control. The control users almost always

obtain NCDG values lower than the affluent (or comparable in those

cases with very similar values for the two kind of profiles). However,

we argue that results are also affected by the specific search query

over Google Shopping. As an example, Figure 7 shows the NCDG

values for the test query “luxury jeans” for affluent 1 and the average

of results of the two controls, over the eight sessions. The picture

clearly indicates NCDG values that are greater for the affluent user.

Instead, “mens dress casual shoes” (not shown in a Figure over the

eight sessions) provides a higher value for the control which is an

opposite result with respect to our expectations. While these initial

results are promising, there is the need of further evaluation, where

more, and more generic keywords, should be tested, at a larger scale.

Figure 6. NCDG values averaged over profiles and sessions, per product

It is worth noting that, as introduced and motivated at the end of

Section 3, the two affluent users (as well as the two control ones) are

identical in terms of behaviour. Further, browser and OS settings are

the same, while the IP address from which they browse is different
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Table 1. Training phase: An excerpt of websites and keywords

training websites training keywords test keywords

outfitideashq.com

seriousrunning.com lululemonmen.

com storelocate.us,

skateboardingmagazine.com

haircutinspiration.com

mens fashion shoes, trendy boots,

formal shoes for men, jogging

shoes, cheap designer shoes, ath-

letic shoes

mens dress casual shoes, luxury

shoes, dance boots, comfortable

shoes, women trendy boots, luxury

jeans, casual jeans

Table 2. NCDG of “luxury shoes” for 8 test sessions

luxury shoes slot 1 slot 2 slot 3 slot 4 slot 5 slot 6 slot 7 slot 8

Affluent 1 0.45 0.45 0.49 0.40 0.38 0.32 0.37 0.33

Control 1 0.45 0.42 0.48 0.38 0.32 0.30 0.35 0.24

Affluent 2 0.45 0.44 0.47 0.40 0.33 0.28 0.38 0.30

Control 2 0.45 0.39 0.48 0.36 0.32 0.28 0.34 0.25

Figure 7. NCDG per session, for “luxury jeans”

(different devices, from the same geographical area). We have not

compared directly the two affluents, since their results pages could

be different for uncontrollable effects, such as timeouts or network

delays (we are indeed emulating different IP addresses). The exis-

tence of sources of noise is also the reason why we have chosen to

show, for some experiments, the average of the results of the two

users.

5 Conclusions

We have designed and implemented a methodology to train and test

user behaviours on Google Shopping, for evaluating a potential price

steering, based on the willingness to pay attitude of the users. We

have analysed the results list of affluent and control users. Affluent

users were trained over eight training sessions. The results lists were

obtained over eight test sessions, one at the end of each training ses-

sion. The outcome of the experimentation is that, for most of the test

queries, the result list of the affluent user is biased towards more ex-

pensive products than the one of the control user. However, the exper-

iments results pave the way for further investigation. Indeed, we can

imagine to 1) mimic queries from different geographical areas (not

considered here, but recognised by past work as an impact factor for

price manipulation); 2) use location via IP address as the major mea-

surement, instead of artificial user profiles, because in some countries

(like USA), the location/postcode is a strong indicator for economic

situation, religion and race; 3) augment the number of training and

test queries; 4) expand the duration of each training and test experi-

ment; 5) mimic queries by different kind of users, e.g., mimic bud-

get users, which always search for cheap products and services. Our

experimental approach is general enough to be applicable to other

e-commerce websites, like, e.g., Amazon.com and eBay.com.
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Application of Constraint-based Technologies in
Financial Services Recommendation

Alexander Felfernig1

Abstract. Constraint-based recommender systems rely on an ex-

plicitly defined set of constraints that are used to take into account

product domain properties, customer requirements, and legal require-

ments. This paper focuses on different aspects of the application of

constraint-based technologies in financial service related scenarios.

We show how to support the process of defining and maintaining rec-

ommendation knowledge and how to efficiently support users when

interacting with constraint-based recommender systems. Finally, we

discuss psychological issues that have to be taken into account when

implementing such types of recommender systems.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems can be regarded as one of the most success-

ful applications of Artificial Intelligence technologies [12]. The ba-

sic approaches of collaborative and content-based filtering (and vari-

ants thereof) are primarily used for recommending simple products

such as books, movies, and songs. Complex products such as finan-

cial services, cars, and apartments in many cases require a different

recommendation approach. For example, cars are not purchased very

frequently, therefore collaborative filtering and content-based recom-

mendation are not the first choice. Furthermore, such products are

related to constraints, for example, not every financial service can be

offered to every customer and a car recommendation should take into

account the preferences defined by the customer.

Recommendation functionalities for complex products and ser-

vices are provided on the basis of knowledge-based recommenda-

tion technologies [1]. Knowledge-based recommenders are either

constraint-based [4] or case-based [2]. Case-based approaches are

often implemented as critiquing-based recommender systems [2, 14]

where an item (product) is identified on the basis of similarity metrics

[16]. Identified items are shown to the user and the user can provide

feedback in terms of critiques. For example, if a user perceives the

return on investment of a financial service as too low, he or she can

articulate a corresponding critique higher return on investment.

In the context of this paper we focus on constraint-based recom-

mendation where the recommendation knowledge is represented in

terms of a set of constraints that primarily relate user requirements

with corresponding item properties. Constraint-based recommenders

can determine recommendations on the basis of constraint solving

[20] or on the basis of conjunctive queries [7]. The result of so-

lution search (of a query) is a set of items that fulfill a given set

of requirements. These candidate items can be ranked on the ba-

sis of utility-based methods such as the multi-attribute utility theory

(MAUT) [21].

1 TU Graz, Austria, email:alexander.felfernig@ist.tugraz.at.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section

2 we sketch approaches to make constraint acquisition efficient. In

Section 3 we provide an impression of how conversational scenar-

ios are supported by constraint-based recommendation. In Section 4

we show how knowledge bases can be applied for generating learn-

ing content. Aspects of human decision making in constraint-based

recommendation are discussed in Section 5. The paper is concluded

with a short discussion of issues for future work (Section 6).

2 Recommender Development

Constraint-based recommenders are based on a recommendation

knowledge base that includes a definition of questions to be posed

to the user (e.g., what is the expected return rate?), items to be

recommended (e.g., bankbooks and funds), and a set of constraints

that relate answers to questions with the corresponding items (e.g., a

low willingness to take risks excludes the recommendation of equity

funds). Such constraints are also denoted as filter constraints. Fur-

thermore incompatibility constraints define in which way different

user requirements can be combined with each other [7].

Especially in financial services recommendation scenarios, the

correctness of the underlying knowledge base is crucial. Items rec-

ommended to the user (customer) have to be consistent with the

user requirements. Furthermore, the knowledge base has to reflect

product- and sales-related rules defined by the company and also cor-

responding legal requirements. In order to assure the correctness of

a knowledge base, different test methods are applied were examples

(test cases) are exploited in a regression testing process [7].

If regression testing fails (some test cases were not accepted by

the knowledge base), those constraints in the knowledge base have

to be identified that are responsible for the inconsistency. Since rec-

ommender knowledge bases can become quite large (in an order of

magnitude of a few hundred constraints), knowledge engineers are

in the need of support to identify faulty constraints as soon as possi-

ble. The efficiency of this process is crucial since, for example, with

the introduction of a new product, the corresponding recommenda-

tion knowledge base has to be available (e.g., for supporting sales

representatives in their sales dialogues [8]).

An approach to support the automated identification of faulty con-

straints is to apply the concepts of model-based diagnosis [17] where

faulty constraints are identified on the basis of conflict set detection

(see, e.g., [13]) combined with the determination of corresponding

hitting sets (diagnoses) [6, 17]. Since many different diagnosis can-

didates potentially exist, diagnosis discrimination can be supported

in an interactive fashion [18] or automatically [9].
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3 Conversational Recommendation

When interacting with a constraint-based recommender, users typ-

ically specify their requirements (preferences) by answering corre-

sponding questions [7]. If a set of candidate solutions can be identi-

fied for the given set of requirements, these are ranked, for example,

on the basis of MAUT [21]. If no solution can be identified for the

given set of requirements, a diagnosis component can indicate those

requirements that have to be adapted such that at least one solution

can be identified.

A diagnosis in this context does not indicate faulty constraints in

the knowledge base but user requirements that induce an inconsis-

tency with the knowledge base (e.g., if you change your preference

”return rate = high” and keep ”willingness to take risks = low”, a

corresponding solution can be identified). Diagnosis determination

can be implemented on the basis of the traditional approach docu-

mented in [6, 17] or on the basis of direct diagnosis algorithms such

as FASTDIAG [10] that are able to determine personalized diagnoses

without the need of predetermining conflicts. An alternative to the

presentation of diagnoses is the direct presentation of conflicts that

have to be resolved by the user in an interactive fashion [7].

4 Operationalizing Recommendation Knowledge

When a financial service sales representative interacts with a cus-

tomer, he or she should not solely rely on the recommendations deter-

mined by the recommender system but should also be able to explain

a recommendation in his/her own words. Knowledge bases can be

exploited for the automated generation of question/answer combina-

tions which can be imported into a corresponding e-learning environ-

ment. This way, time-intensive learning content development tasks

can be at least partially replaced by automated mechanisms using,

for example, constraint technologies [20]. Technologies that support

such a kind of e-learning content generation have been implemented

in the STUDYBATTLES environment.2 This system is based on the

idea of a quiz-based acquisition of (sales) knowledge.

5 Issues of Human Decision Making

Recommender systems can be regarded as decision support compo-

nents that support a user when trying to identify a product that fits

his/her wishes and needs. An important aspect to be taken into ac-

count in this context is that user preferences are not known before-

hand and are not stable but rather frequently change within the scope

of a recommendation process [3]. The ordering of items in a result

set (recommendation) can have an impact on the item selection prob-

ability. Decoy effects influence the selection behavior of users by the

inclusion of inferior items that in many cases are not even selected

[19]. Such effects could be shown on the basis of a real-world finan-

cial service dataset [11]. Furthermore, primacy/recency effects are a

cognitive phenomenon where list items are memorized significantly

more often if these were placed at the beginning and the end of a list.

In the recommendation context it has been shown that the probability

of recalling item properties increases if the properties are presented at

the beginning or the end of a property list [5]. On overview of differ-

ent types of decision biases in the context of recommender systems

can be found in [15].

2 www.studybattles.com.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we provide a short overview of different aspects of

constraint-based recommendation technologies in the context of fi-

nancial service recommendation. Future work will include the pro-

vision of end user knowledge acquisition environments, intelligent

methods of test case generation and selection, and further user stud-

ies on the role of human decision making in recommender systems.
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Abstract Happiness is one of the most important aspects of human 
lives, yet the literature on emotional well-being indicates that people 
often fail to correctly anticipate the hedonic consequences of future 
events. As a result, individuals end up being not as happy as they 
thought they would be. This phenomenon also applies to the domain 
of personal finance where people make bad decisions about 
purchases. In this paper, we identified a new opportunity for the 
research on recommender systems in personal finance and through 
analysis demonstrated that intelligent recommenders can help to 
minimize errors in affective forecasts and enhance happiness of 
people in the domain of consumption. Furthermore, we reviewed 
problems associated with design of such recommenders and 
proposed approaches to overcome them. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the most fundamental instincts that people have is to be 

happy and to live a good life. There are many criteria for defining a 

good life but an important point is that an evaluation of one's life is 

a subjective process. Positive psychology defines a happy life more 

formally using the notion of "subjective well-being" (SWB). SWB 

refers to how people evaluate their lives in terms of both affective 

and cognitive aspects. There are several components of SWB such 

as a general life satisfaction, satisfaction with important domains 

(e.g., relationships with loving others), and positive affect 

(experiencing pleasant moods and emotions) [1]. Improvements in 

any component of SWB can help to increase a person’s happiness. 

It seems that nowadays ordinary people tend to grant increasing 

importance to SWB. This is especially true in developed countries 

where basic material needs of people are satisfied and they are 

progressing towards the post-materialistic phase of self-fulfillment 

[2]. 

Often people are looking for earning more money in the quest for 

having a happy life. There is a common belief that more income has 

a positive impact on well-being and can make people feel happier. 

Therefore, a desire for higher income is a common motive among 

many people at all income levels [3]. On the other hand, research on 

income and SWB showed that among the non-poor the relationship 

between money and happiness is surprisingly weak. Although 

money seems to be able to buy happiness, it buys much less than 

what most people think. Data showing a weak correlation between 

SWB and income presents a puzzle [3]. Absence of a strong 

relationship is intriguing because as Dunn, et al. [4] argued "money 

allows people to live longer and healthier lives, to buffer themselves 

against worry and harm, to have leisure time to spend with friends 

and family, and to control the nature of their daily activities – all of 

which are sources of happiness". Moreover, people with high 

income have better nutrition, more free time, and more meaningful 

labor. The contradiction between potential possibilities for 
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improving well-being offered by money and the lack of a strong link 

between SWB and income seems to be partly explained by the fact 

that people often are not particularly happy with their purchases. 

When individuals make a decision to buy something, they usually 

try to make predictions about the hedonic value or consequences of 

this purchase in the future. The process of foreseeing the future with 

respect to affective states is called affective forecasting and, 

according to the review provided by Wilson and Gilbert [5], people 

are often wrong in their forecasts. They discovered several sources 

of biases that cause errors in affective forecasting. Any of them 

could lead to inaccurate predictions and the situation where a 

wealthy person is not much happier than anyone else. Overall, it 

seems that in most of the cases people are neither good in affective 

forecasting nor are aware of characteristics indicating purchases that 

will potentially make them happier, and for this reason, do not use 

the opportunities for better SWB provided by wealth. 

We suggest that people can potentially benefit from a 

recommender system with abilities to improve their affective 

forecasts and to offer intelligent guidance about spending. Many 

psychological biases that disturb affective forecasts of individuals 

are known to behavioral scientists and documented in the literature. 

For this reason, we argue that design of such a recommender system 

should be feasible taking into account excellent progress in the area 

of recommender systems that we saw from the early 1990s. 

To the best of our knowledge, current research in recommender 

systems has not yet approached the problem of forecasting 

enjoyment and satisfaction in the domain of personal finance. We 

are still to see if technology can help people become happier with 

their purchasing decisions and improve SWB by recommending 

clever choices. It is however not clear how to approach design of 

such technology. What are the challenges and possible solutions? 

The novel contribution of this paper is related to meta-analysis of 

the literature in behavioral sciences related to SWB and 

demonstration of how developments in this area enable design of 

new recommender systems for personal finance. We aim not just to 

identify new opportunities but also foresee and analyze major 

difficulties associated with designing a recommender system for 

application in personal finance that helps to optimize spending in 

terms of savings and SWB. Our analysis will be complemented with 

discussion of approaches towards overcoming these difficulties and 

further implications. We hope that it will help to initiate discussion 

and provoke thoughts on new research directions in the areas of 

personal finance and recommender systems. 

2 SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING 

A brief review of the literature on consumption and happiness is 

necessary to demonstrate the current state of affairs in this area. The 
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review will help to understand what are the current developments in 

social sciences and what input they can provide in design of 

recommender systems for personal finance. 

We first propose to look at how psychologists approach 

measurement of SWB. Data on SWB usually consists of self-reports 

that reflect what people say about themselves when asked a 

particular set of questions [6]. There are a number of well-known 

surveys on happiness that are regularly conducted in several 

countries. They include British Household Panel Survey, European 

Social Survey, German Socio-Economic Panel, and the World 

Values Survey. Many researchers apply data from these panels in 

their work. An alternative to using data or question formulations 

from the widely recognized surveys is independent collection of 

data. This alternative often needs to be exploited when new 

hypotheses cannot be confirmed or rejected using existing data sets. 

It is not surprising that research on happiness is almost exclusively 

based on data collected with questionnaires. It seems that currently 

there is no better way of finding out how much individuals enjoy 

their lives than asking them questions. 

Is it possible to sustainably increase SWB or this pursuit is futile? 

This is a point of debate between psychologists. Historically, it was 

considered that every person has a genetically determined set point 

for happiness and people tend to fluctuate around their baselines 

during lives [7]. Also, there is a concept of hedonic treadmill [8] that 

implies temporality of any gains in SWB. The argument behind this 

concept is that individuals always adapt to new situations or 

circumstances and their effect quickly diminishes. However, there is 

some recent evidence that SWB can be sustainably enhanced by 

practicing intentional activities [9]. Intentional activities are any 

actions in which people choose to engage. Not every activity suits to 

every individual. People have different psychological profiles and 

different strategies of intentional activities need to be applied. 

Examples of intentional activities include committing acts of 

kindness and practicing grateful thinking. These findings are 

important in the context of recommender systems because they 

indicate that cognitive or behavior interventions suggested by 

intelligent technological systems may lead to sustainable changes in 

well-being. 

One of the findings from consumer psychology that we have 

already mentioned earlier is that high income is not always a recipe 

for a happy life [4]. More does not mean better and an individual 

need to be able to make right choices in the quest for happiness [10]. 

There are advocates of low-consumption lifestyles whose points of 

view are supported by outcomes of this research [3]. They argue that 

after a certain threshold increase in consumption does not make 

much sense and people ought to focus on different goals or values. 

However, it is not clear if low-consumption lifestyles will become 

mainstream.  

Research in behavioral science demonstrated that people often 

make mistakes in forecasts about their own emotional states in the 

future [11]. There is a number of known prediction biases such as 

durability bias or impact bias [12]. Due to the biases, individuals 

tend to anticipate different duration and intensity of emotional 

feelings. As a result of such forecasting mistakes people sometimes 

put too much effort in pursuing goals that will not make them happy. 

From our point of view, biases in affective forecasting seem to be 

particularly suitable for being corrected by recommendations from 

intelligent systems for managing personal finance. 

The last piece of research from behavior sciences that we are 

going to consider in this brief review is related to types of purchases 

and hedonic return. It was demonstrated that material and 

experiential purchases lead to different profiles of satisfactions [13]. 

Consumers seem to consistently derive greater happiness from 

buying experiences than from tangible or material goods. This is 

another example of knowledge about SWB that is widespread 

between academics but not commonly applied in the real life. 

From our analysis it is evident that science has accumulated some 

interesting findings about SWB generally and specifically with 

application to the consumption domain. We argue that now may be 

a good time to start exploiting this knowledge and attempt to design 

recommender systems that help to identify gratifying purchases. 

3 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 

Next, let us have a look at the state of the art recommendation 

systems in personal finance. The number of services providing 

intelligent recommendations has significantly increased during the 

last decade. The research on improvement of recommendation 

algorithms is being actively expanded [14]. Also, academics began 

inquiry into user experience with recommenders [15] by addressing 

the issues related to transparency of recommendations and trust of 

users to the system. 

The majority of recommender systems reported in the literature 

work for a specific category of goods or services. For instance, they 

can support users in choosing a movie or a book. There are also 

cross-domain recommenders that enable support of personal 

decision making across different categories of goods [16], [17]. The 

research in the area of cross-domain recommenders seems to be the 

most relevant for the task of building a recommender for shaping 

spending in terms of SWB because decisions about the best 

purchases in terms of satisfaction and enjoyment usually require 

comparing alternatives from different domains. Recommender 

systems are usually deployed on the side of a company that is 

offering goods or services (e.g., on an e-commerce website) with the 

main motivation to increase sales. However, in the case of 

recommendations with regard to happiness and satisfaction, it seems 

to be more appropriate if a recommender system is run on devices 

belonging to an individual who receives the recommendations. Since 

we talk about a recommender system for personal finance, it will be 

best if a personal finance manager and a recommender engine are 

integrated in a single application. The main advantage of the 

integration is that the recommender system will receive data 

regarding consumption in real-time. So, it is necessary to review 

what are the latest advances in the area of personal finance. 

Nowadays, we witness how the modern technology is changing 

the way people manage their personal finance. Ubiquitous 

computing has triggered an appearance of personal informatics 

systems that support people in collecting and reflecting data on their 

finance [18]. Such tools enable individuals to aggregate financial 

information, track transactions, create budgets, and set up goals [19]. 

One of the examples of a digital system for managing personal 

finance is Mint.com. Users of modern tools for managing personal 

finance benefit from precise information about their money and 

convenient interfaces for collecting this data [20]. These instruments 

help to optimize spending in the dimension of wealth. This approach 

for managing money is clear and well-established. However, it does 

not take into consideration the dimension of pleasure or happiness 

with regard to how the money is or should be spent. 

4 PROBLEMS 
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Based on the review of modern systems for managing personal 

finance and a variety of recommender systems for different domains 

it is evident that there is no solution that would enable people to 

budget their spending in accordance with overall enjoyment of 

consumption. However, our analysis of the literature about SWB 

indicates that the latest finding enable design of such recommender 

systems. Now, let us analyze what are the challenges in development 

of recommender systems for personal finance that take into account 

enjoyment of consumption and identify potential opportunities to 

overcome them. We will not attempt to present an exhaustive list of 

problems but rather mention the most challenging and interesting 

ones. 

4.1 Happiness and Consumption 

All recommender systems operate based on underlying models that 

enable them to forecast what items a person is likely to enjoy or be 

interested in. If one is to approach the problem of designing an 

intelligent recommender system that guides users towards smarter 

and more enjoyable purchasing decisions, it is necessary to know 

how individual purchases contribute to the overall happiness in the 

domain of consumption. In other words, one needs a model 

describing relationships between spending and happiness. The 

problem of obtaining such a model probably needs to be tackled by 

academics from behavioral sciences or human-computer interaction 

because it requires conduction of user studies expanding our 

knowledge about SWB and consumption. 

4.2 Measurement of Enjoyment 

Another challenge in building recommender systems for allocation 

of personal finance is understanding how happy a user is with a 

particular purchase. An ability to quickly receive this information is 

crucial for performance of the recommender because it enables to 

identify inaccurate forecasts and build a knowledge graph for 

generation of next forecasts. The most straightforward approach 

towards measuring how happy a user is with a particular purchase is 

asking them questions. It is very similar to what researchers of 

happiness have been doing so far. However, when it comes to 

recommender systems used in a real life, asking questions about 

purchases is associated with certain difficulties. First, they are likely 

going to be intrusive and users may feel annoyed by the questions. 

Second, it is necessary to understand the context and know when is 

the best time to ask a question. For example, consumption of certain 

categories of goods (e.g., tickets for holidays) is delayed until some 

time in the future or can be continuous over a period of time. In such 

cases, the system will need to forecast when is the optimal time for 

measuring enjoyment of a purchase. 

4.3 Meaningful Advice 

The importance of capability to provide meaningful and persuasive 

feedback cannot be overestimated in the domain of recommender 

systems. Even a very accurate recommendation generated by a 

system can be of low value for a user if it is not communicated or 

presented in a way that encourages the user to trust the 

recommender. This also applies to recommender systems that 

attempt to understand emotional experiences associated with 

purchases and provide an advice about spending in terms of its 

affective value. Perhaps, the aspect of designing a trustworthy user 

interface is even more significant when it comes to emotional 

experiences because people will not believe that a machine is able 

to understand their feelings and recommend purchases that will 

make them feel better. For this reason, a major challenge for a 

recommender system is not just forecast items that are likely to 

enhance SWB of users but also to intelligently present the 

recommendation. Since the recommendations are related to the area 

of personal finance, it is interesting to explore possibilities of 

integrating feedback into modern payment interfaces. For instance, 

a recommender system might communicate a warning that a 

potential purchase is going to be a waste of money by providing 

subtle feedback when a user is considering committing a transaction. 

The users might not trust it from the first time but, if the warning 

turned out to be correct, they are likely to pay more attention in the 

future. 

5 METHODS AND APPROACHES 

It is proposed to approach the first problem outlined above (4.2) 

through a number of quantitative experiments with individuals. The 

goal of these experiments will be to see how their happiness in the 

domain of consumption is related to past emotional experience with 

certain things and services that they purchased. The experiments will 

require collection of data about psychological backgrounds of 

participants that will help to see how personality traits influence 

consumption and SWB. Next, it will be necessary to record 

experiences of the individuals using either self-reports or techniques 

of affective computing [21]. The latter approach can potentially 

enable researchers to obtain objective data about emotional states as 

opposed to subjective data from questionnaires. 

The techniques of affective computing [22] can also be valuable 

for approaching the second problem that we outlined. Indeed, if a 

recommender system can receive real-time feedback about 

enjoyment of consumption using recordings of physiological signals 

that indicate specific emotional states, it will be an efficient solution 

to the measurement problem. In this case, there is no need to bother 

users with questions and the system can receive continuous feedback 

on enjoyment of a particular purchase. Although automatic analysis 

of affective data eliminates the necessity of using questionnaires, the 

problem of understanding the context knowing when to measure 

remains. One possible solution is to use additional environmental 

data such as location and agenda if users authorize the recommender 

system to access them. 

The third problem that we considered in this paper is related to 

presentation of feedback from the recommender system. As we 

wrote earlier, it is likely that users will not have confidence in the 

recommendations provided by the system because they will concern 

very sensitive aspects such as feelings and SWB. People strongly 

prefer basing affective predictions on their own mental simulations 

of future events or purchases rather than relying on previous 

experiences of other people. Even worse if forecasts of enjoyment 

need to be based on feedback from a machine. However, since 

information about how much complete strangers enjoyed an 

experience could help significantly improve forecasts, it is necessary 

to use and present it in a persuasive way. The research on 

recommender systems has already identified some clever ways of 

making recommendations look more trustworthy. For example, by 

presenting users how a system came to a particular conclusion or 

mentioning interests that two individuals have in common. The best 

way to approach this problem is to evaluate different ideas of 
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communicating recommendations in qualitative user studies that 

will shed light on possibilities for increasing credibility of the 

feedback. 

6 IMPLICATIONS 

Not just technology but also people themselves do not understand 

very well how things work in the realms of happiness and SWB. The 

implication from the analysis presented in the paper is that there are 

many areas for further investigation in the field of recommender 

systems for personal finance. Moreover, this work can hardly be 

done by people from one discipline. Ideally, a joint effort is required 

from researchers with backgrounds in behavioral science, computer 

science, recommender systems, and human computer interaction. 

Another implication is that research in engineering disciplines can 

potentially drive and contribute to the inquiry in behavioral sciences 

by developing systems for collection of data that will help to 

advance knowledge about SWB. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we identified new opportunities for the research related 

to recommender systems in personal finance and analyzed the latest 

developments in the areas of SWB and recommender systems that 

are relevant to these opportunities. We argued that it is a good time 

to attempt design of recommenders that aim to optimize happiness 

in the domain of consumption. Following the analysis, important 

problems concerning development of such recommender systems 

were discussed. They included understanding of relationship 

between purchases and SWB, measurement of enjoyment, and 

credible presentation of recommendations. Then, possible solutions 

were suggested, and finally, we briefly outlined implications of our 

analysis. Being happy is one of the most important goals of people 

but unfortunately they often make inaccurate forecasts about 

hedonic value of events in the future and spend their money on 

things that do not make them happy. We demonstrated that advances 

in research on recommender systems have a potential to enhance 

SWB of individuals. 
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NORMASEARCH: a Big Data application for financial
services.

Ylenia Maruccia1 and Giovanni Pansini1 and Gloria Polimeno1 and Felice Vitulano1

Abstract. In the recent years banking and financial markets are

trying to learn how Big Data can help to transform their processes

and organizations, improving customer intelligence, reducing risks,

and meeting regulatory objectives. The collection and the analysis of

new legislations, understanding if they are introducing new aspects

with potential impacts on different fields, could be the basis of a sys-

tem able to give support in the strategic decision making process and

to evaluate the potential impacts on both management and strategic

activities. Here we want to present NormaSearch, a Big Data appli-

cation developed by Exprivia, an international leading company in

Italy in the process consulting, technology services and information

technology solutions. NormaSearch is able to analyse specifical in-

formation taken from the web, both in a structured and unstructured

form, and its application in the financial fields.

1 Introduction

The last years have seen a continuous increase of data generated in

many fields, from science to social life, passing through industries,

which we refer to as “Big Data”. Each actor, e.g. individual, adminis-

tration, organization or business, is a producer of new forms of data,

both in structured or unstructured form: they can be personal data,

conversations on social network, medical data, meteorological infor-

mation, shared photos, and so on.

The challenge of both public and private companies is to easily

manage these huge amount of data with improved technologies, dif-

ferent from the traditional ones, and extract knowledge from all these

hidden information.

The main characteristics of Big Data are that they are too big,

move too fast and do not fit the structures of traditional database

architectures, so new technologies are necessaries to manage them.

Moreover, one of the main difficulties, as aforementioned, is the for-

mat in which all the information are generated: in particular, they

can be in a structured, unstructured or semi-structured form. So new

forms of databases, programming languages and hardware architec-

tures are used to either store Big Data or to transform it from un-

structured or semi-structured format into a well-structured one, with

consequences in many fields of application.

According to [1], Big Data help to better listen to customers, un-

derstand their ways of using services and hence the offer, simplifying

also the decision making process. To this aim, an important role is

played by those applications that tailor the information based on the

needs of the customers. Technologies such as Recommender System

are now used by many brands with the aim of suggesting products or

services which a user may be interested in.

1 Exprivia Spa, Bari - Italy, email:{ylenia.maruccia, gio-
vanni.pansini,gloria.polimeno, felice.vitulano}@exprivia.it

In these years banking and financial markets firms are continuing

to learn how Big Data can help to transform their processes and orga-

nizations. In particular, for banks, Big Data initiatives predominately

still revolve around improving customer intelligence, reducing risk,

and meeting regulatory objectives.

Machine learning techniques, for example, can be applied within

the fraud and risk sectors, improving models and allowing accelera-

tion towards more real-time analysis and alerting. Finding new legis-

lations, understanding what are the differences with the existing ones

and/or if new aspects have been introduced, can be a very important

challenge in this field of application, with the purpose of evaluating

the potential impacts on both management and strategic activities and

of giving support in taking those strategic decisions that could min-

imise potential costs.

Here we want to present our solution, called NormaSearch, devel-

oped in Exprivia to manage the data generated from different sources

and coming mainly in an unstructured format, at the aim of adapting

it in the banking system. In Section 2 it will be described the scenar-

ios in which NormaSearch could be applied, while in Sections 3 and

4 it will be presented the application with its component.

2 Scenarios

The financial crisis and the speculative use of the derivative instru-

ments has placed the reform of the derivative markets “Over The

Counter” among the priorities of the legislature in terms of standard

negotiation procedures, as well as more stringent rules pertaining to

the capitalization of financial intermediaries:

• In terms of rules designed to standardise the trading of OTC

derivatives, it has been promulgated different regulations, such as

EMIR/DOTT Frank Act (European Market Infrastructure Regula-

tion), that revived the role of the Central Counter-Parties (CCPs),

with the aim of increasing transparency and reduce both the coun-

terpart risk and the operational one (see Fig. 1).

• To ensure the soundness of the banking system, the Basel agree-

ments require the banks of the leading world countries some limits

about their operational activities, especially regarding the amount

of assets which they have to equip themselves for their clients’

protection, thus allowing the capitalization of banks (and, conse-

quently, liquidity guarantees), to guarantee the operations - collec-

tion, financing an investment - put in place with customers.

Therefore, it can be deduces as today a Financial Intermediary is

called to observe the dictates imposed by the regulations in the area

of interest, involving adjustments to the operational processes and/or

IT architectures, in compliance with regulations.
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Figure 1. The role of the Central Counter-Parties.

The granularity and, at the same time, the complexity of these reg-

ulations, necessitate a constant attention and monitoring of them, in

order to anticipate future changes, or integrations, or evolutions.

In this context it engages the idea of providing a machine learn-

ing tool which, through the analysis of the newly introduced legisla-

tion (or in the approval process) and/or the changes in the require-

ments previously promulgated (detectable by special certificates in-

ternet sites), may provide guidance on the bank process involved and,

therefore, indicate with almost predictive function the impacts on the

IT application, in terms of changes or new implementations, in sup-

port of the above processes.

To this aim, we developed a Big Data application that is able to

analyse specifical information, both in a structured and unstructured

form, taken from the web. This application, called NormaSearch, is

described in the next section.

3 NormaSearch Functionalities

As aforementioned, NormaSearch is a Big Data application that al-

lows to browse the web, search and analyse specifical information on

the bases of given rules that are defined by the user. The application

has two distinct sections, one of Administration and one of Fruition:

the first allows to train to recognise and classify the information of its

own interest through a series of examples (weakly supervising train-

ing), while the second allows users the analysis of the sites collected

independently by the system. Once trained, the application allows to

analyse web pages and documents in the sites, news group, blogs,

forums and so on, according to a process specifically designed for

linguistic and conceptual analysis of online content.

This process allows to achieve an optimum precision to coverage

ratio in the search, as well as to limit in an important way the amount

of downloaded web pages and, consequently, the hardware resource

consumption.

The application operates their own research in an incremental way:

by doing so, the pages are presented to the user only in the case in

which they have never previously been recognised or, in the case

where the content is changed. In details, the application is therefore

able to:

• Refer autonomously a set of sites, blogs, forums and so on, look-

ing for info about a set of concepts of interests identified by the

machine training activity by examples (weakly supervised train-

ing); the system is able to consult a set of predetermined sites

(authoritative sites) or even the whole www.

• Identify, in every web page retrieved, the individual portions of

text (HTML page section) in which are expressed the sophisti-

cated concepts, by associating a percentage indicator of relevance

to such concepts with each section identified.

• Automatically classify and organize web sites and pages that be-

long to them according to a predetermined conceptual taxonomy

or derivable during the training phase machine.

• Filter, as needed, specific types of web sites that tend to generate

noise, such as for example search engines based on search engine

spamming techniques.

• Identify only new content found on each new consultation.

• Present the results through a simple web interface or as a report

directly downloadable from the interface; reports can also be sent

from the application via e-mail.

• Independently identify potentially authoritative sites and recog-

nise inactivity of authoritative sites.

4 NormaSearch Architecture

In Fig. 2 it is shown the architecture of this application.

It is made up of two main components, a client and a server ones,

both described below.

NormaSearch Client. It is specialised on the interaction with the

user and the transmission of user requests to the server component.

It is structured into two main parts:

• A fruition console (in Fig. 2, Retr.UI). Here the user can manage

documents and decide which of them have to be processed, or

could be useful for the launch of new experimental projects on

specific themes, or dismissed.

• An administration console (in Fig. 2, Admin. Ui). Here the user

can define the security rules, the loader dedicated to the web mon-

itoring and to the retrieval of documents of interest, the definition

of categories and subcategories of the safety rules through which

the conceptual framework of the rule itself is defined in terms of

topics and the organization of them, the training of the security

rules and the related conceptual categories. Moreover, here it can

be also specified new projects where where the user can insert

additional or parallel categories to the security rules established
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Figure 2. Norma Search Architecture.

above, in order to look “cool stuff” that can be used as a starting

point to expand the research in the field of banking regulation or

to add/modify existing safety rules.

NormaSearch Server. It is specialized on the receipt of the users’

requests and the sorting of the same to the server components, these

ones suitable of taking charge of specific requests. As NormaSearch

Client, it has two components: the administration component and the

fruition one, designed to manage requests from the administration

and fruition consoles, respectively, and send them to the specified

server components.

At the moment NormaSearch is in productive use by an Italian

bank. Moreover, in NormaSearch Server there is an important soft-

ware component, called Big Knowledge [4] , developed by Exprivia.

Big Knowledge is able to manage both structured and unstructured

data and, as it can be seen in Fig. 2, it is made up by six main com-

ponents:

• DAC The Data Access Component is the centralized component

to access data, either in a DBMS or, in the BigData cases Solr.

• Document Manager It is the component through which BK is

able to convert the document provided in textual form, and clean

it from useless portion of text (e.g. html banners).

• Information Extraction Manager It annotates the document, ex-

tracting relevant information like Named Entity Recognition by

the usage of Finite State Automata, and elements inside custom

gazeteers.

• Clusterer It is dedicated to the extraction of conceptual groups

(clusters). These ones are automatically extracted using advanced

techniques of NLP (Natural Language Processing) based on

Latent Semantic Analysis[2] (LSA) and a Markov clustering

algorithm[3]. The generated clusters are crucial for the training

tuning of the system.

• Categorizer It is intended for the automatic classification and or-

ganization of the document according to a conceptual taxonomy

expressed as a set of clusters and constructed manually or semi-

automatically by describing the category with a small text.

• Geo Recognizer Using a gazeteers of places kept from Geon-

ames2, it annotates the documents gathering: nations, regions,

cities, airport, port and generically geographic points of interest.

A kml export of single of multiple document, is provided when a

WMS3 compliant system is integrated.

5 Conclusion

Big Data are changing the industrial world and, for this reason, all

kind of companies need to be capable of managing this huge amount

of data and to extract useful information from them. This great in-

terest in Big Data is present also in the financial services, which

can obtain important information from the analysis of both struc-

tured and unstructured data. It is also important to have these infor-

mation in an useful time, in order to prevent losses and to predict

important event before they happen. In this paper we discussed a Big

Data solution in financial service field developed by Exprivia. It is

called NormaSearch and it aims at predicting the impact of a legisla-

tion change, or the introducing of a new one. After a brief introduc-

tion about Big data and machine learning technologies, we described

NormaSearch and its components and how it works. It can be anal-

ysed the new introduced legislation and also provided a guidance on

the bank process involved. It can be predicted, in particular, the im-

pacts on the IT application in support of that bank process. Moreover,

in this paper it has been described an important Big Data solution that

is present in NormaSearch. It is called Big Knowledge and it is com-

posed by six components that speak together in order to manage all

the documents in input and extract important information that can be

then classified. This paper showed how a Big Data solution can be

useful in financial field and can predict important information in an

useful time in the strategic decision making process.
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A Smart Financial Advisory System exploiting
Case-Based Reasoning.

Giorgio Leonardi1 and Luigi Portinale1

and Paolo Artusio2 and Marco Valsania2

Abstract. In the financial advisory context, knowledge-based rec-

ommendations based on Case-Based Reasoning are an emerging

trend. They usually exploit knowledge about past experiences and

about the characterization of both customers and financial products.

In the present paper, we report the experience related to the devel-

opment of a case-based recommendation module in a project called

SMARTFASI. We present a solution aimed at personalizing the asset

picking phase, by taking into consideration choices made by cus-

tomers who have a financial and personal data profile “similar” to

the current one. We discuss the notion of distance-based similarity

adopted in our system and how to actually implement an asset rec-

ommendation strategy integrated with the other software modules

of SMARTFASI. We finally discuss the impact such a strategy may

have both from the point of view of private investors and professional

users.

1 Introduction

The evolution of the international financial context (often dictated

by the worldwide economic and financial crisis) has progressively

changed, often in a radical way, the attitude of investors. One direct

consequence is that single investors are no longer simply classifiable

into as private, retail and affluent in the traditional way; on the con-

trary, a common aspect among all the different types of investors is

the need to have more clarity on the financial products and the possi-

ble benefits from tailor-made services. Likewise, there is a change in

commercial strategies, switching from different approaches to each

market segment. toward the adoption of common strategies covering

multiple segments [6]. This can lead to a global standardization of

banking services through the identification of common needs among

different market segments [13].)

A partial answer to the first issue (i.e., the difficulty in exploiting a

traditional investor’s classification scheme) has been provided by the

introduction of specific norms (as for example the EU MiFID guide-

line [1]). On the other hand, concerning the needs of the users (i.e.,

the investors), a rapid evolution of the financial advisory process is

taking place; the goal is to provide the user with a financial proposal

that is most suitable for the users needs and profile, and goes beyond

the consideration of legal issues as the only guideline. For this rea-

son, recommendation strategies are becoming quite popular in the fi-

nancial advisory context, with particular attention to the Case-Based

Reasoning (CBR) paradigm [10, 16, 14, 15]. In general, we can use

three main approaches in recommendation operations [12]:

1 Università del Piemonte Orientale, Italy, email:{giorgio.leonardi,
luigi.portinale}@uniupo.it

2 ORS srl, Italy, email:{paolo.artusio, marco.valsania}@ors.it

• Collaborative Filtering: assuming that human preferences are cor-

related, we can collect preferences of a large set of customers in

order to define a recommendation based on preferences of people

with similar interests.

• Content-based filtering: use of preferences of a specific customer

to infer recommendations, based on specific categories (key-

words) connected to a profile.

• Knowledge-based: recommendations are based on different levels

of knowledge about the product domain.

In finance, knowledge-based method (among which CBR) is mostly

applied, as investment recommendations must primarly conform to

legal regulations (i.e. MiFID) in order to ensure investors against

mismatching and/or fraudulent financial proposals [20]. Moreover,

historical data are available, making possible, as predicated by the

CBR paradigm, to exploit knowledge about past experiences and

about the characterization of both customers and financial products.

In addition, thanks to the IT advances, an emerging trend is to

base financial services on web and mobile technologies, with strict

collaboration between the end-user and the consultant, in such a way

as to get the users more and more involved in the final definition of

their stock portfolio. In this context, a phase of basic importance is

that of asset picking; in this phase, advanced data analytic tools are

adopted, in order to compare the risk and performance of the consid-

ered financial products, perhaps prior filtering of the assets by means

of specific features, either identity-based (as asset class, country, re-

gion, currency) or measured (as duration, historical volatility, time

to maturity, historical performance, etc. . . ). In this paper, we present

the solution adopted in the SMARTFASI project, which has the goal of

designing and implementing a web-based architecture for a financial

decision support system able to supply a set of advanced consultancy

services for the management of financial assets, whilst taking into ac-

count the risk/performance trade-off. The advisory system prototype

has been designed with different goals in mind:

• the exploitation of Cloud and High-Performance Computing

(HPC) paradigms at the infrastructure level;

• the exploitation of stochastic modeling and Montecarlo simu-

lation, together with Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [2] at the

methodological level.

Cloud and HPC infrastructure have been introduced to support

stochastic simulation which is a computationally intensive activity.

The aim is to provide the user with a set of simulation tools, in such

a way that he/she can simulate the assets behaviour in a specific time

horizon, by computing for instance the expected yield and indices

like the CVaR (Conditional Value at Risk) with a given confidence
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Figure 1. Comparison of different products

level (e.g., 95% and 99%). This can be done by considering either a

single product or by comparing several options. Figure 1 shows an

example of products comparison exploiting Monte Carlo simulation

[8, 5].

However, the use of simulation tools leave the user alone in the

choice of the financial products; for this reason the system has been

enriched with a case-based recommendation engine, implementing

a knowledge-based recommendation strategy, and able to suggest to

the users a set of options tailored to their needs. The asset picking

phase has then been expanded by taking into consideration, among

the others, the frequency of use of products selected by customers

who have a financial and personal data profile “similar” to the current

one. The underlying assumption is that individuals who share several

features (in terms of financial needs), will act on the market in a

similar way.

The focus of the present paper is on such a case-based recom-

mendation engine; in the following sections we will details both the

methodological issues as well as the architecture on which this part

of the SMARTFASI system is based. The exploitation of CBR tech-

niques allows us to address the following targets with potential dif-

ferent end-users:

• Private Investors:

– to improve the vision of the global investment scenario, by

putting more emphasis and focus on the individual user features

(e.g., financial attitude), producing more informed choices for

the users;

• Professional Users (e.g., consulting agents or firms):

– to propose to the customers some investment scenarios which

are no more generically based on the financial feastures of the

products only, but also more tailored to the specific customer

profile, by personalizing in this way the service (for example

by comparing benchmarks more suitable to the customers);

– to exploit new analytical tools to evaluate the value of the set

of potential investments, or alternatively to suitably modify this

set, in order to fulfil the customers needs, preferences and re-

quirements.

– to perform historical analyses on clusters of clients, discover-

ing potential trends of investments that may be consequently

supported or contrasted, by evaluating the commercial offer in

a more informed way

– to improve customers acquisition process, tying business tar-

gets to the interests of the consumers, so boosting the value of

the company’s clients portfolio

The remainder of the paper will be organized as follows: Section 2

introduces the basics of the CBR paradigm exploited in the recom-

mendation engine, Section 3 discusses the case-based recommenda-

tion methodology introduced in the SMARTFASI project, while in

Section 4 the basic architecture of the advisory system is outlined.

Final considerations are then reported in Section 5.

2 The CBR paradigm

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [18] is a problem solving methodol-

ogy that addresses the task of solving a new problem (the target

case), by retrieving, and possibly adapting, the solutions of past prob-

lems similar to the one to be solved. The basic idea is to store a set of

solved cases in a case library, and then to re-use such cases when a

new problem has to be solved. The main assumption underlying the

CBR process is that similar problems have similar solutions; in this

way the solution of a past case can be used to address the solution of

a new similar case.

CBR is also considered as a lazy learning technique [3], in con-

trast with eager learning where a suitable model is constructed from

training cases, which are then no longer needed for problem solv-

ing. In CBR, training instances are kept in memory and are directly

used when a new case is presented as a target. Following the clas-

sical framework described in [2], there are four main step in a CBR

problem solving session, the so-called 4R’s (see figure 2):

• Retrieve. It determines the cases that are most similar to the new

problem. The notion of similarity is implemented by defining a no-

tion of distance among the case features, and by finally combining

such local distances (at the feature level) into a global measure (at

2
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Figure 2. The 4R’s CBR cycle

the case level). The retrieve step is usually implemented through

k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) search [19].

• Revise. The solution of a retrieved case is selected and proposed

as a candidate solution to the new problem. If it can be suitably

applied to the target case it becomes a solution for the latter as

well. Otherwise, it is passed to the next CBR step.

• Revise. This step adapts the candidate solution to the target case,

in such a way that it can be applied to it. Knowledge intensive

methods can be necessary in this step to perform such an adapta-

tion. If revision is not possible, the system fails in finding a suit-

able solution to the target.

• Retain. This is the actual learning step: it evaluates the obtained

solution and it decides whether to retain the new solved case in

memory. Because of the well-known utility problem [7], not every

solution should be stored in the case library, and the case library

should be properly maintained (see [17]).

The step that has received most attention is definitely the retrieve

step; indeed, case retrieval is essential to every application of case-

based systems, and in particular to case-based recommendation

[12, 4]. Case-based recommendation is usually considered a par-

ticular instance of content-based recommendation [11], where cases

are typically used to model items, through a classical feature-based

description. However, case-based recommenders are more suitably

considered as knowledge-based recommenders [12], since they ex-

ploit both similarity-based retrieval and general knowledge about

users and items (e.g., user’s preferences). In fact, one can regard

case-based recommenders as collaborative filtering recommenders as

well, since the suggestion of similar items to similar users is in prin-

ciple possible. Instead of directly manipulating matrices of rankings

as in standard collaborative filtering approaches [9], they can adopt

content-based similarity measures to compare users and their prefer-

ences with respect to the items of interest. Next section will discuss

the CBR methodology we have introduced in the SMARTFASI advi-

sory system, by presenting the details of an asset retrieval strategy

based on customer’s similarity.

3 Case-Based Recommendation

The SMARTFASI recommendation module uses the information

available about the customer currently under study (the new or cur-

rent or target case following the scheme of Section 2), to provide a

recommendation of financial products (i.e., the solution in the CBR

framework), based on the investments made by similar customers. In

this project, the customers are defined by the features presented in

Table 1, in Section 3.1. According to the CBR paradigm, similarity

is implemented as a proper dual notion of a distance measure. In our

case, the distance functions involve features concerning the personal

information of the customers, their spending power, their knowledge

of the financial domain and the composition of the portfolios they

may manage at the moment.

The recommendation strategy takes place as a multi-step proce-

dure. The first step (Step 1) performs a selection of the most similar

customers with respect to the target one, on the basis of personal data

and of the overall composition of their portfolios, as described in de-

tail in Section 3.2. While the above step focuses on the general char-

acteristics of the target customer to retrieve the most similar ones,

the next step (Step 2, see Section 3.3) concentrates on the investment

strategies of these customers, in order to perform a further selec-

tion which identifies the subset of the most similar portfolios owned

by the previously selected customers, with respect to the portfolios

owned by the target one. This means that the recommender module

will specifically focus on the financial features only after the first fil-

tering step, thus working on a restricted set of customers who share

the same personal data, lifestyle and investment capabilities with the

target customer. Moreover, Step 2 is optional, since its execution de-

pends on whether the target customer already has an active portfolio

at the current time. If no active portfolio is available for the target

customer, then Step 2 is not performed, since no portfolio compari-

son can be made. The third step (Step 3, described in Section 3.4),

finally extracts the K products to be returned as recommended to the

users for their evaluation.

In the rest of this section, we will detail each step described so far,

together with the characterization of the features defining a customer

and with the distance metrics introduced for the similarity evaluation.

3.1 Case Definition

In the approach we propose, a case describes the characteristics of a

customer (the investor) in the SMARTFASI system. The customer’s

features describe their personal characteristics, their investment ca-

pablities, their financial adequacy (knowledge of the financial do-

main) and the composition of any portfolio they hold. As usual in

the CBR setting, each of these features is associated with a weight

that defines its importance (we assume three possible levels of im-

portance: 3 = high, 2 = medium, 1 = low). The features defining a

customer and their relative weights are determined by the domain

experts involved in the SMARTFASI project, and are listed in Table 1.

These features are a mix of heterogeneous information, such as nu-

meric values (Age, Available capital, Adequacy and N. of children),

coded information (Marital status, Education, Sex and Type of em-

ployment) and arrays (Asset allocation for each portfolio). Among

such features, it is worth noting that the Adequacy is a pre-computed

value, identifying the ability of the customer to understand the impli-

cations of buying financial products having different risk levels. The

Adequacy is directly linked with the MiFID profile (see [1]) assigned

3
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Feature # Feature Weight

1 Age 3
2 Available capital 3
3 Risk tolerance / Adequacy 3
4 Asset allocation for each portfolio 3
5 N. of children 2
6 Marital status 2
7 Education 2
8 Sex 1
9 Type of employment 1

Table 1. Features defining the personal data of a case

to the customer by the financial organisation which manages his/her

interests.

Furthermore, the arrays describing the asset allocation in a case

are defined at two different levels, as shown in Figure 3.

In this representation, each single asset can be classified as C
(Corporate) or G (Government). Moreover, each asset can be asso-

ciated with a Fixed (F), Variable (V) or Floating with Cap (C) rate.

The combination of these two classifications generates six different

groups of assets, in such a way that each asset stored in the refer-

ence data base belongs to one of these groups. For each portfolio,

the first-level representation is an array containing the percentage of

assets in each of the above 6 classes. Considering all the portfolios of

a customer at the first level, it is possible to characterise the general

investment preferences of a customer’s investment. Since this level

of abstraction is useful for characterising the overall investment be-

haviour, it is exploited together with the other personal data to com-

pose, in the Step 1 of the recommendation module, the ranking of the

customers who are globally more similar to the target one.

The second level representation of the portfolios is an array as

well, where each location identifies a specific asset. The contents

of the array indicates, for each title, its share in the composition of

the portfolio. The description of the portfolios at this level of detail

shows which investments have been made by a customer at the max-

imum granularity available. This information describes exactly the

financial behaviour of a customer, therefore it is used, in Step 2, in

order to select the most similar portfolios, by taking exclusively into

account the financial aspects of customers sharing their anagraphical

and life-style information with the target one.

In the next subsections, we will detail each specific step on which

the recommendation strategy is based.

3.2 Step 1

The first step is devoted to the selection of the most similar cus-

tomers with respect to the query one, using the personal information

shown in Table 1; this focus on the general characteristics of the tar-

get customer, without taking into account the financial preferences

yet. This selection is performed through a Nearest Neighbour search

[22], comparing the query with the cases stored in the case library

and cutting the results to the first N best matches. The value of N
can be set by the system as a default value (for example, a given per-

centage of the number of cases in the case base), or provided by the

user while defining the query. Since the cases are composed by fea-

tures of different types, the Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap Met-

ric (HEOM) is a natural choice for distance defintion [21]. Consider

a given feature f with possible values x, y ∈ range(f), the HEOM

metric is defined as follows:

Df
HEOM (x, y) =







1 if x or y is unknown

overlap (x, y) if f is nominal

rn diff (x, y) otherwise

(1)

The first possibility of Eq. 1 refers to the situation where the fea-

ture f has no value either in the target or in the retrieved case (or

in both). In case of a nominal feature, overlap is an n × n square

matrix (n = | range ( f ) |), where overlap(x, y) ∈ [0, 1] mea-

sures the distance between values x and y of f (in the extreme case

overlap(x, y) = 0 if x = y and overlap(x, y) = 1 if x 6= y).

Finally, rn diff(x, y) = |x−y|
range(f)

is the range normalized abso-

lute difference of the feature values, in case of a linear (e.g. numeric)

feature. The range of each linear feature f is updated every time a

new case is added to the case base, in order to keep the rn diff in

the [0, 1] range for each linear feature, preserving the retrieval or-

der of the customers. The definition in Eq 1, has the advantage of

returning a distance value in the range [0, 1]; similarity can then be

expressed as Sf (x, y) = 1−Df
HEOM (x, y) where Sf (x, y) = 1

means perfect similarity and Sf (x, y) = 0 means total dissimilar-

ity.

By considering Table 1, features 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8 are treated as lin-

ear features. On the other hand features 6, 7, 8 and 9 are considered

nominal and an appropriate distance matrix is adopted for each fea-

ture. What cannot be dealt with by the standard HEOM metric is

the portfolio representation in a case. However, in Step 1 we need

to compare also first-level portofolios among cases. Since this infor-

mation is stored as an array, a natural choice is to consider a local

metric based on cosine distance; this choice is well justified in the

financial domain where it has been adopted in several advisory sys-

tems [10, 15].

Given two arrays a = (a1, a2, ..., an) and b = (b1, b2, ..., bn),
the cosine distance between a and b is defined as:

Dcos (a,b) = 1−

∑n

i=1 aibi
√

∑n

i=1 a
2
i

√
∑n

i=1 b
2
i

(2)

Since in our application every component of the array is non-

negative, the above definition returns a value in the range [0, 1]. In

particular, the asset allocation contained in a case is composed by a

set of different portfolios, each one represented as a two-level array

(as shown in Figure 3). The goal in comparing asset allocations is to

determine the best match between the portfolios associated with the

retrieved case and the portfolios owned by the target customer.

The strategy implemented in SMARTFASI is the following. Let

Pt = (p1t , p
2
t , . . . , p

n
t ) and Pc = (p1c , p

2
c , . . . , p

m
c ) be the set of first-

level portfolio arrays owned by the target customer t and a given cus-

tomer c respectively (customer c is the one we are comparing the tar-

get to); each pit and pjc are then arrays corresponding to the first-level

representation of a specific portfolio for user t and c respectively.

Let Perm(P ) be a permutation of a set of port-

folios P ; the best match is the pair of permutations

〈 P ′
t , P ′

c 〉 ∈ Perm(Pt) × Perm(Pc) resulting in the

minimum overall distance Dp between the portfolios as defined in

Eq. 3.

Dp (Pc, Pt) = min
Perm(Pc)×Perm(Pt)

∑min(n,m)
i=1 Dcos

(

pic, p
i
t

)

min(n,m)
(3)

The best matching portfolios of user t and c are then extracted as

shown in Eq. 4.

(P ′
t , P

′
c) = argmin

Perm(Pc)×Perm(Pt)

Dp (Pc, Pt) (4)
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Figure 3. Two-level description of a portfolio

In particular, if one customer (either t or c) has more portfolios

than the other, then the portfolios in excess in any given permuta-

tion are discarded. Since we consider any possible permutation, they

are taken into account when a different permutation is considered.

The best matching portfolios for each customer c (i.e., P ′
c in Eq. 4)

are finally stored in order to be re-used in Step 2. In case the target

customer has no available portfolio yet, then we consider the asset

allocation as a missing feature and we set Dp (Pc, Pt) = 1 as in the

HEOM metric.

Finally, once the local distance for each feature has been computed

(including the portfolio’s distance), the overall distance function be-

tween two customers C1 and C2 is the normalized weighted average

of all the local contributions:

D (C1, C2) =

∑s

i=1 wi ·D
(

vi1, v2
i
)

∑s

i=1 wi

(5)

where s is the number of features (s = 9 in our application as

shown in Table 1), vi1, v
i
2 are the values of the i-th feature of customer

C1 and C2 respectively, and wi the importance weight of the i-th
feature (see Table 1 again); furthermore

D(vi1, v2
i) =

{

Dp(v
i
1, v

i
2) if i = 4 in Table 1

Di
HEOM (vi1, v

i
2) otherwise

The global distance defined by Eq. 5 is applied to compare the

target customer with all the customers in the case base, in order to

obtain the list of the N most similar customers to the target one. This

list is then input to Step 2 if the target customer owns at least one

portfolio, in order to further filter these results using the financial

information available; otherwhise the list is a direct input to Step 3

since Step 2 is not applicable.

3.3 Step 2

In Step 2 the system receives from Step 1 the list of the N customers

globally more similar to the target one, together with the list of the

portfolios that best match the portfolios of the target customer. The

set of such best matching portfolios is considered and a further fil-

ter over the financial information is applied; the goal is to extract

the best assets to be recommended, by considering the specific al-

locations (second-level portfolio information) of such pre-selected

similar customers.

Technically, the cosine distance over the arrays representing the

second-level description of a portfolio is applied; this level of de-

scription details the percentage of investment of each individual as-

set, while the first-level description (exploited in Step 1) details only

the percentage of the general classes of investment to which the in-

dividual assets belong. In this step, we then concentrate our attention

on the actual behaviour of the considered investors, comparing their

investment strategies asset by asset.

The output of this phase is a ranked list of portfolios, extracted

from the most similar users. An optional system parameter can then

be set to cut such a list to the J most similar portfolios, if they are

more than J . The aim is to provide the next phase (Step 3) with a set

of interesting assets, extracted from the most similar portofolios of

the most similar customers.

3.4 Step 3

Step 3 receives as input either the ranked list of the J most similar

portfolios selected at Step 2, or the list of the N most similar cus-

tomers selected at Step 1, if Step 2 was not applicable. In the latter

case, every portfolio belonging to the N most similar customers is

extracted, and ranked by user similarity; this means that in both cases

this phase consider a ranked list of portfolios (i.e., asset allocations)

as input. Starting from this list of asset allocations, the system derives

the assets to be returned to the user. This is simply done by looking

at the individual assets contained in the list of portfolios, by possibly

limiting the set of assets to the first K products found by examining

the portfolios in the order provided by their ranking.

In order to provide a more informed decision support, each asset is

further associated with some statistics; they can help the user to ana-

lyze the provided recommendation, by evaluating a broader spectrum

of information. These values are summarized below:

1. Frequency (F): it is the frequency of the asset in the set of retrieved

portfolios. For example, if the asset is part of 2 retrieved portfolios

out of 5 (i.e. the list input to Step 3 contains 5 portfolios), then

F = 0.4.

2. Average Percentage (AP): it represents the average percentage of

the considered asset with respect to the retrieved portfolios where

it appears. For example, if the asset is part of 2 retrieved portfolios

and has a 30% allocation in portfolio p1 and a 50% allocation in

portfolio p2, then AP = 40%.
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3. Average Distance of Customers (ADC): it summarizes the aver-

age (global) distance of the retrieved customers who possess the

considered asset, using the distance metric described in Eq 5.

For example, if the asset is part of the portfolios of 3 customers

C1, C2, C3 who are retrieved as similar to the target one in Step 1,

then the distance between each pair is computed using Eq 5 and

then averaged (i.e., ADP = D(C1,C2)+D(C2,C3)+D(C1,C3)
3

).

4. Average Distance of Portfolios (ADP): it summarizes the average

distance of the retrieved portfolios containing the asset (the com-

putation is clearly similar to that of ADC). If the target customer

does not have any portfolios, this value is not calculated.

In particular, the F statistic is considered particularly useful, since

both most frequently and less frequently used assets (among those

recommended) are usually interesting for several reasons. In fact, if

the user is a private investor, it could be interesting to him/her to con-

sider which are the financial products that are most popular among

users similar to him/her; on the other hand, if the user is a profes-

sonal one (e.g., a consultant), then it could be important to analyze

the set of products that are not yet popular among the ones that can be

recommended to the customers, since it could be a way of differen-

tianting the offer. Moreover, differently from other recommendation

situations, in the SMARTFASI context, it makes sense to consider, in

the recommended list, also products already owned by the customer,

since this may be food for toughts. For example, a private investor

can receive confirmation from the fact that an asset present in one

of his/her portfolios is pretty popular among similar customers, and

he/she may decide to increase the percentage of such an asset; or

he/she can discover that one of his/her assets is not very popular

among similar customer, and to decide to reduce the percentage in

the corresponding portfolio. In any case, finding among the recom-

mended financial products some of their assets can trigger interesting

analyses form the customer point of view (either if perfomed directly

by the customer in case of a private investor, or if performed by a

consultant for the customer’s benefit).

Finally, before presenting the user with the list of recommended

assets, the system removes those assets which are not compliant with

the level of financial knowledge of the target customer; in this way,

the system avoids recommending financial products which are not

compatible with the customer’s MiFID profile. This is done by com-

paring the risk level of each product with the level of the user’s fi-

nancial adequacy (feature 3 in Table 1).

The final list of products is then presented to the user who can then

inspect each asset, by visualizing together with the associated statis-

tics mentioned above, all the basic characteristics of the financial

product, as well as its perfomances, both historical and simulated.

In the current version of SMARTFASI, such a list is also ordered by

frequency F .

4 System Architecture

In this section we discuss the implementation of the recommendation

subsystem of the SMARTFASI project. The general architecture of

the recommendation module and its integration/interaction with the

other parts of the SMARTFASI software is illustrated in Figure 4.

In fact, the SMARTFASI advisory system is a web-based application

following a standard 3-tier architecture as follows:

• a web/mobile browser providing the client level and user interface,

• an application server organized into several submodules

– a middleware receiving requests from the client and dispatching

them to the requested service manager

– a simulation engine, providing the Monte Carlo simulation ser-

vice

– a recommendation module, providing the recommendation ser-

vice which is the focus of the present paper

• a client/server RDBMS, providing the data tier where information

about customers and financial products are stored.

The recommendation module (Recommender subsystem, in Fig-

ure 4) is implemented in JAVA as a standard TCP server; even if part

of the whole application server of SMARTFASI, the recommender

subsystem can in principle be separated from it, resulting in an inde-

pendent module that can be remotely queried from multiple instal-

lations of the SMARTFASI middleware. Indeed, the middleware acts

as a client of the recommendation module through a standard client-

server interaction and communication.

Concerning a recommendation session, at the browser level, the

software interacts with the user whose requests are sent to the mid-

dleware; the latter then builds one or more queries, containing both

the target customer(s) identification code(s) and all the requested

query parameters. These queries are then sent to the recommendation

module through a TCP request message. The recommendation mod-

ule, on the other side, acts as a server, so it is constantly waiting for

requests from the middleware. For each submitted query, the server

checks its syntax and, in case of positive response, creates a new in-

stance of the recommendation engine, which performs all the steps

described in Section 3. Each instance is encapsulated in a new thread,

created by the recommender subsystem to handle each query sepa-

rately. This mechanism creates a robust and responsive server, able

to properly act even if one or more instances of the recommenda-

tion module unexpectedly fail. It is also able to effectively distribute

the workload when many queries must be satisfied simultaneously.

Every time an instance terminates its computation, it communicates

the query results to the middleware through a TCP answer. If no an-

swer reaches the middleware within a maximum time limit (due to

any unexpected error occurred to the relative server instance), the

middleware module closes the TCP connection and reports a timeout

error.

Two different types of queries can be sent to the recommendation

module from the SMARTFASI middleware:

1. a query for a single target customer;

2. a query to manage a collective recommendation for a group of

user-selected homogeneous target customers.

For each query, in addition to the customer’s code, the user must pro-

vide the values for all the parameters necessary for the execution of

the query. For this reason, the format of the message of type Request

is a TCP string consisting of the following fields:

〈01〉 Internal code for command: Request

〈Querycode〉 Unique code associated with the query, in order to

correctly associate each answer with the related request.

〈CustomerID〉 Multiple lines containing target customer ID

〈NULL〉 Null string indicating the end of the customers list

〈A/D〉 The ranking of the assets should be ascending (to consider

the most frequently used assets) or descending (in case the user

wants to evaluate the less frequently used assets by similar cus-

tomers)

〈N〉 Number of similar customers in the ranking of Step 1 (nullable,

since it is optional)

〈J〉 Number of similar portfolios in the ranking generated by Step 2

(nullable, since it is optional)
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Figure 4. The SMARTFASI system’s architecture

〈K〉 Number of assets to be received in response and to be shown to

the user

〈.〉 End of message

Once the server has received a query, it creates the instance aimed

at computing the query result (i.e., the set of recommended finan-

cial products). The latter is then packed in a TCP Answer mes-

sage and sent back to the SMARTFASI middleware. The result is a

list of assets, each one associated with the corresponding statistics

F,AP,ADC and ADP . The format of the Answer message is com-

posed by the following fields:

〈A1〉 Internal code for command: Answer

〈Querycode〉 Unique code to correctly associate this answer to

the corresponding request

〈Asset;F,AP,ADC,ADP〉 K lines containing the asset code

list and their parameters

〈.〉 End of message

In addition, the message protocol provides answer messages and

codes to manage potential server malfunctions and errors (for exam-

ple, to answer with an error code when a query does not contain a

target customer ID).

5 Conclusion and Final Remarks

In the present paper we have described the recommendation mod-

ule of a smart financial advisory system developed as part of the

SMARTFASI project. Following an emerging trend [16, 14, 15], we

based the recommendation strategy on Case-Based Reasoning, by

defining a suitable notion of similarity among customers and their

investment preferences characterized by their portfolios of financial

products. The recommeded module is complementary to an asset an-

alytical engine, based on Monte Carlo simulation.

Apart from standard recommendation of titles (potentially ex-

ploitable by both private as well as professional investors), the pro-

posed methodology can also be exploited by financial companies

during the definition of the Asset Basket to be proposed to the

customers. The standard way of implementing the above process

is to cluster customers depending on their (a-priori defined) eco-

nomic/trading features, and on their adequacy to the financial prod-

ucts; for each cluster the so called Investment Universe - IU (the bas-

ket of suitable products for the cluster) is then defined and used as

a basis for each proposal (see Fig. 5). This fixed strategy can be im-

Figure 5. Fixed basket definition and proposal

proved by resorting to similarity-based recommendation as follows:

a cluster representative element is identified based on standard fea-

tures (e.g., A1, B1, C1) and by considering an “average” value for

them3. The cluster representative can then play the role of the tar-

get user in the SMARTFASI recommendation engine, allowing one

to extract the most (or the less) frequently used assets by customers

similar to the selected profile. (Fig. 6) In this way, the recommenda-

tion engine is exploited to build alternative baskets more tailored to

the actual behaviour of the customers in the considered cluster (the so

called Behavioural Investment Universes - BIU). They may be used

to update the asset baskets currently used by the company, as well as

to determine the actual effectiveness of such baskets, by considering

in the analysis also the appeal of some assets at the cluster level.

More importantly, an historical analysis of such BIUs may dis-

cover specific investment trends inside each cluster, by allowing the

company to implement better marketing strategies with respect to the

given segment of customers. We are planning in the next future to set

up an experimental plan to evaluate these kind of strategies.
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Figure 6. Producing Behavioural Investment Universes
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